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Abstract 

Background 

Companies today are becoming more and more internationalized. In their home countries 
they have already established strong brand recognition and a strong image. This image is in 
turn visible in their advertising. As Swedish companies travel abroad some aspects have to 
be adapted to the new culture. A culture viewed as very different from the West is the 
Japanese culture. Swedish companies entering this culture must adapt in many ways in or-
der to reach the Japanese consumers. Some companies with well established images might 
not be willing to make some of the adaptations. 

Purpose 

The purpose with this thesis is to establish if Swedish companies who have established 
themselves in Japan have to change their image through advertising in order to match the 
culture. 

Method 

This gathering of empirical data in this thesis was performed through a qualitative method. 
Six companies were contacted for phone interviews. Five of these companies were Swedish 
companies established in Japan and one of them was a Japanese company established in 
Sweden. All interviews were conducted with people in managerial positions. As a compari-
son between Sweden and Japan, ads for each company were also used in order to make our 
conclusions.  

Results 

This thesis will show that most likely, Swedish companies must to some extent adjust their 
brand images to fit the Japanese culture. These adaptations are viewed mainly through their 
advertising efforts though also through their service and product improvements.  
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1 Introduction 

With this chapter our purpose is to give the readers a reason behind our choice of subject as well as to ex-
plain our purpose through our problem statement. We would like to welcome the readers into the compli-
cated world of international advertising when one has to take the culture into consideration. 

1.1 Background 

Establishing a good brand image for a company is one of the most important aspects of 
business being that the brand is looked upon as the most valuable asset of a company 
(Riezebos, 2003). A brand is a symbol for the company, representing its values, ideas and 
of course products and services. To the customers this value can also be emotional. Brands 
also have a value which represents a standard, whether it is luxury or commodity. A com-
pany which has established a brand that sends out a luxury statement has in its best interest 
to uphold that image. This image of course is well represented in their marketing and ad-
vertising efforts (Riezebos, 2003).  

Many people are well aware that the more expensive and luxurious a product is, the simpler 
the advertising gets. This simplicity in the West is looked upon as high class, be it in cars, 
clothes or other goods. As an example in this introduction if we look at the product design 
of Body Shop products, we see a very clean and natural touch to both the bottles and the 
advertisements (ads). If such a company changes the cleanness of its design will it still reach 
its target audience or will the faithful customers simply find another alternative which will 
offer them the same feeling? The market is very competitive today and although we have 
certain favourite brands, with the new generations the brand loyalty is falling and we tend 
to turn from one fad to the next (Syrett & Lammiman, 2003).  

With the brand loyalty decreasing around the world will this make entry and marketing to 
other countries easier or harder? Global marketing is no longer a word of the future. It has 
been here for quite a while and it will continue to grow. Certain aspects have to be consid-
ered which are not taken into consideration when simply looking at the marketing. One of 
the most important aspects when entering a market abroad is to take consideration to the 
political, legal and economic environment. The most important one according to Hollensen 
(2001) though, is the socio-cultural environment. Even if a company is established abroad 
and the political, legal and economic environments are taken care of, there is still the cul-
tural aspect. A company can enter a country, establish themselves but what happens if the 
population of the said country is not moved by the company or its products and services? 
Those aspects all depend on how well a company can adapt to different cultures and the 
approach they use to do so.  

Japan is known to be a high-context culture. In a high-context culture a message which is 
being sent will be interpreted - by looking at the social importance, the knowledge of the 
person giving it, social setting, body language and other aspects - by the receiver (Hollen-
sen, 2001). An advertising message in Japan will be interpreted in the same way, hence it 
has to be done in a proper manner and provide opportunities which contain possibilities to 
be looked upon at different levels of depth De Mente & Perry, 1968 in Genestre, Herbig & 
Shao, 1995).  

Sweden on the other hand is considered to be the opposite of Japan, being a low-context 
culture. The Swedish people distinguish themselves by sending direct messages. This is 
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done either verbally or by other indicators such as the body language. The message is usu-
ally well prepared and aspects such as, how the message should be given, when and how 
will it be received, are taken into account before the actual presentation (Daun, 1998).  

But what actually happens when established brand images travel abroad and are presented 
in the image of the visited culture? We briefly look upon the famous Canada born Cirque 
du Soleil which is a performance of circus arts and street entertainment. They travel around 
the world with their performances. One of their shows we would like to mention is Alegria 
2 which became very popular in Japan. The one responsible for its popularity was its mar-
keting manager Montse More. In September 2005 she gave a presentation in Shinsaibashi, 
Osaka - Japan on the efforts of promoting a service or a product in Japan (Design Matters 
Japan, 2005).  

 

(Design Matters Japan, 2005) 

In the picture above there are two Cirque du Soleil Alegria 2 posters displayed.  Next to 
these we can see Montse More holding her presentation for Design Matters. She was dis-
cussing the differences between these posters, representing the very same thing. On one 
side we see the mystique that Cirque du Soleil represents in the West. On the other side we 
see the Japanese poster which is cluttered with images and text, and above a Japanese ce-
lebrity giving his “ok” to the performance. The Japanese image does not leave too much to 
the imagination compared to the one next to it. Because the Japanese market is a highly 
competitive place, a poster cluttered with images and messages such as this one is maybe 
the only way to approach the Japanese consumers. How much then does a Swedish com-
pany have to change in order to find the right path to the Japanese way of advertising and 
through it reaching the target consumers on the Japanese market? 

1.2 Problem statement 

As shown in the background we notice that large modifications to marketing and advertis-
ing methods are necessary when visiting cultures which differ greatly from what companies 
are used to. In order to conquer these markets how far do Swedish companies have to go? 
Cirque du Soleil has had to radically change their ads, but did this change also change their 
image? This question is important when attempting to determine if Swedish companies will 
be faced with the same decisions, which might result in giving up certain aspects of their 
image through advertising while they might not be willing to do so. Cirque du Soleil’s im-
age was partly the mystic nature which surrounded their advertising messages and just as 
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they had to give up the mysticism will Swedish companies have to also give up something 
as important regarding the images and identity they have surrounded their products and 
services with? As we have seen, global marketing promotes adaptation of marketing meth-
ods to other cultures. Does global marketing then represent a step towards a more versatile 
company containing several images depending on from which country you are looking at 
it? It is interesting to see if Swedish companies in the future will build their firms with mul-
tiple images ready to be adapted to various cultures around the world as they enter the new 
markets.  

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to ascertain if Swedish companies, which have established 
themselves in Japan, have to alter their image through advertising in order to adapt it to the 
Japanese culture. 

1.4 Perspective 

In this thesis we will study our problem from the producer’s point of view. Here we will 
look at Swedish companies which have established themselves in Japan and their ways of 
reaching the Japanese consumers. We will also look at one Japanese company established in 
Sweden and their ways of reaching Swedish consumers. 

1.5 Delimitations 

A delimitation we have used is that when it comes to advertising, we are mainly focusing 
on all paper printed advertisements. We felt that this was necessary due to the complica-
tions it could bring for the reader. Explaining graphic design in TV-commercials requires a 
deeper knowledge in many aspects, therefore we felt that focusing on two-dimensional de-
sign would provide a clearer picture for our discussions.  

Our second delimitation refers to the Japanese target group of our interviewed companies. 
During our research of relevant information for our theoretical framework we have come 
to see that the major consumers in Japan are actually both young and old Japanese women. 
That is why some of our questions in our interview guide are posed to refer solely towards 
the female consumers in Japan. Our theoretical framework will equally so provide some vi-
tal facts and a foundation for our claim, regarding the female consumers by various au-
thors. 

The third delimitation is our focus on the Business to Consumer (B2C) transactions. We 
believe that this is necessary due to the differences and restrictions in advertising used in 
Business to Business (B2B) transactions. In B2C, the company has more choices of promo-
tional media and design where in B2B large efforts are only made when middle hands and 
subcontractors etc. are changed and there is a need to attract new reliable ones.  

We believe that our final delimitation deals with time. Due to that an average one hour in-
terview takes around five to six hours to transcribe from a recorded tape we have limited 
the number of our interviews to six. We further believe that the number of our interviews 
does in no way lower the standard of our research.  
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2 Marketing Promotion 

Below, we aim to explain the aspects of marketing promotion of our theoretical frame of reference. 

Promotion is one part of the marketing mix which also consists of the position, product 
and place. These are usually referred to as the four Ps. Through promotion, the marketer 
finds ways to communicate a message to his/her consumers. The tools of promotion are: 
advertising, direct marketing, interactive/internet marketing, sales promotion, publicity, 
public relations and personal selling (Kotler, Armstrong, Saunders & Wong, 2002; Belch & 
Belch, 2001). 

Advertising stands for any paid form of non-personal communication. This applies to an or-
ganisation, product, service or an idea (Varey, 2002). By paid form it is implied that the 
space and time engaged by an advertising message is purchased. The advertising message 
engrosses mass media (TV, radio, magazines, newspapers etc.), hence it becomes non-
personal. The message transmits to large groups of people, usually in the same time span. 
Due to its non-personal nature there is no prospect for immediate feedback from the re-
ceiver of the message. The sender must therefore carefully develop and shape the said mas-
sage. Advertising, being known for its pervasiveness, is the most commonly used tool in 
marketing communication. Due to its cost-effective abilities when communicating with 
large groups, it becomes an important tool. It is used to create relationship-bonds between 
the consumer and company/brand as well as brand images. Advertising simply attracts the 
awareness of the consumer, thus generating sales (Belch & Belch, 2001). 

Direct marketing is an event where the company directly communicates with its customers in 
order to attract a transaction or a response. The activities associated to direct marketing are 
database management, telemarketing, direct selling and direct-response ads which are 
placed in different broadcast and print media as well as the internet. The ad encourages the 
consumer to purchase a service or a product directly from the manufacturer. The very 
growth of internet is encouraging the growth of direct marketing as the consumers are freer 
to purchase online without leaving their homes. The home-shopping is further encouraged 
by catalogues and phone services (Belch & Belch, 2001).  

Interactive/internet marketing was brought forth by technological advances. It has been made 
possible by the flow of information where the everyday user can participate and alter the 
information he/she receives. It differs from traditional advertising making the communica-
tion a two-way process. This indicates that consumers now can ask questions, make re-
quests, shop and change information. Internet has become the most dominant medium of 
interactive marketing. The World Wide Web brings endless opportunities as a component 
of internet. Companies which do not have a large marketing communication budget can 
now promote themselves through their own web-sites (Belch & Belch, 2001). 

Sales promotion is a name for different marketing activities which provide the distributors, 
consumers and the sales force with additional value. Coupons, premiums, contests, rebates, 
samples, sweepstakes and different point-of-purchase materials stand for consumer-
oriented sales promotion and are directed towards the ultimate consumer in order to stimu-
late short-term sales. When addressing wholesalers, retailers and distributors one uses 
trade-oriented sales promotion. With the passing years, sales promotion has increased in 
importance and this is due to the declining brand loyalty and the amplified consumer sensi-
tivity to promotional deals (Belch & Belch, 2001; Varey, 2002). 
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Publicity is non-personal form of communication for which the company has both the space 
and time for. The communication typically comes in form of editorials, news-stories and 
announcements about a certain organisation, its services and products. In order to increase 
and affect awareness, the company has to influence the authors to write about a certain as-
pect due to that this kind of marketing communication can not be purchased. Advantages 
that come from publicity are usually summed up in credibility and provide the consumer 
with an objective opinion of the company in question. The down-side is though as men-
tioned, publicity can not be controlled, only influenced and if negative it can have deep 
damaging effects (Belch & Belch, 2001; Varey, 2002).  

Public relations (PR) is when the media which carries a message does so independently which 
might be similar to publicity. The difference is that public relations comes forth from the 
company’s ability to completely influence that message. The objective of PR is to establish 
a positive image for the organisation amongst its various publics. This is performed 
through a spectrum of activities which include fund-raising and sponsorship of different 
events for the community (Belch & Belch, 2001).  

Personal selling incorporates the ability of a salesman to persuade the consumer to engage a 
transaction. It is a form of person-to-person communication, involving personal contact 
where the salesman can see (face-to-face) or hear (telephone) the possible customer and 
personalize the message being give. Personal selling depends on direct feedback, hence if 
the feedback is negative the salesman can adjust the message making it more suitable 
(Belch & Belch, 2001).  

2.1 Advertising 

The first step to advertising is to set advertising objectives which support the advertising 
program. These objectives focus on decisions regarding positioning, marketing mix and the 
target market. The purpose of advertising is defined by different objectives which can be: 
to inform, remind or persuade. When introducing new products marketers use informative 
advertising and as competition increases the objective changes to persuasive advertising (Wells, 
Burnett & Moriarty, 2000; Kotler et al., 2002).  

As the objectives are set for advertising, a marketer must determine the budget needed for 
each product. The budget is set by looking at the product life cycle, market share, competi-
tion, advertising frequency and product differentiation. Life cycle refers to new products 
which require a great deal of advertising which applies as well to high market share products. 
When the competition is high, one must apply more advertising to bring out the brand. This 
applies also if the same brand resembles closely other brands, referring to product differentia-
tion (Wells et al., 2000; Kotler et al., 2002). 

As the budget is set, an advertising strategy is composed, consisting of two elements: se-
lecting advertising media and creating the advertising message. Due to the fact that most 
average consumers have several TV-channels, radio stations and thousands of magazines to 
choose from, it is very important to create a good advertising message. As the consumers 
are bombarded by ads anywhere from home to work to leisure time, a good advertising 
message is required to catch the eye of a more and more suspicious consumer. With the 
media for advertising increasing, so do different methods for avoiding the same media. A 
consumer today has the ability to change the channel easily when the commercials are on 
the air with the help of the remote control. Earlier people would refrain from changing the 
channel simply due to a commercial break, because they had to walk over to the TV-set to 
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make the change. This is the reason why advertising messages today have to be more inno-
vative, imaginative, entertaining and rewarding for the consumers. Occasionally even con-
troversial ads will have an attractive effect on the consumers (Wells et al., 2000; Kotler et 
al., 2002).  

The message is designed in order to make the consumer feel a certain way towards the 
brand and the company. The message must be believable, meaningful and recently honesty 
is applied due to the growing suspicious nature of the consumers. As the message is exe-
cuted, marketers pay special attention to not only what is said but also how it is said. The dif-
ferent execution styles can be: Slice of life; Lifestyle; Fantasy; Mood or image; Musical; Per-
sonality symbol; Technical Expertise; Scientific evidence and Testimonial evidence or en-
dorsement. Slice of life shows people using the product in a normal setting, while life style 
shows how a certain product fits with a particular lifestyle. Fantasy creates an imaginative 
picture around the product and mood and image create exactly that around the same product. 
Musicals usually tend to use a song to promote the product. Personality symbol creates a char-
acter to represent the brand. Technical expertise shows how capable a company is in develop-
ing the product, at the same time scientific evidence shows evidence to why the product is 
more superior to others. Lastly, testimonial evidence or endorsement presents a second believable 
source endorsing the product (Tellis, 2004; Wells et al., 2000; Kotler et al., 2002).  

After the message is designed, it is time to select the advertising media. In order to make 
the correct decision regarding the media, the advertiser must define the reach, which is a 
measure of the people in the target market who are exposed to the message. Later, one de-
fines the frequency, which means how many times the consumer in the target group should 
be exposed to the message. Lastly, media impact plays an important role due to that some 
media is more suitable to some messages then others. As this task is completed the adver-
tiser or the media planner will chose the appropriate media vehicle to carry the message. 
The success of advertising is later measured by communication impact and the effect ad-
vertising has had on the overall sales (Wells et al., 2000; Kotler et al., 2002).  

2.2 International advertising 

When international advertising is to be considered, a marketer must face the issue of to 
which degree should advertising be adapted to the different characteristics various country-
markets posses. Many companies devise global campaigns for advertising in order to pro-
mote their brand. In this way the advertising does not differ much between different coun-
tries. This method carries some advantages such as lower advertising costs, more depend-
able worldwide company or product image and a greater management of global advertising 
efforts. Though a method such as this one is successful in many ways, it does present sev-
eral disadvantages. The most important disadvantage is that it takes no consideration to the 
market of a certain country and the way it differs in culture, demographics and economic 
conditions. Language, music, traditions, values, beliefs and lifestyles are all aspects which a 
marketer must consider when advertising internationally and thus devise advertising cam-
paigns which suit the specific culture (Gillespie, Jeannet & Hennessey, 2004; Kotler et al., 
2002).  

Kotler et al. (2002) suggests that the next concern for the global advertiser becomes to de-
cide to which degree advertising decision making and implementation ought to be central-
ised or decentralised. It is a decision which is followed by a second decision of whether to 
apply a standardised or a differentiated advertising style. Below are presented five choices 
which affect the choice between centralisation and decentralisation: 
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Corporate and marketing objectives: If the global marketing objectives are the main factor a 
company is more likely to centralise both advertising as well as communication decisions 
(Kotler et al., 2002).  

Product uniformity: If the service or a product is similar across markets it is simpler thus to 
apply a uniform approach where centralised management of advertising is used (Kotler et 
al., 2002).  

Product appeal: In different cultures, different product and services represent different things. 
An example is that in some countries golf is just an after work activity where in other coun-
tries the game of golf represents social status. When taking this into consideration decen-
tralised decision making is more appropriate (Kotler et al., 2002).  

Cultural sensitivities: Decentralisation is also applied when the use of a product depends on 
the local preferences, habits and the local attitudes towards consumption (Anholt, 2000; 
Kotler et al., 2002).  

Legal constraints: Due to that individual countries have their own rules and regulations which 
might affect advertising decisions and the implementation of these, it is necessary to decen-
tralise responsibility. This is performed in order to tap into the local wisdom and knowl-
edge which can come in hand if the country in question should have particularly strict regu-
lations. Doing this will help the company to avoid costly mistakes (Wells et al., 2000; Kotler 
et al., 2002).  

When it comes to international media there is an extensive mix which consists of: Newspa-
pers; Magazines; Professional and technical magazines; Cinema; Television; Outdoor adver-
tising and transport advertising; Interactive communication media; Radio; Place-based me-
dia; Trade friars and exhibitions; Sponsorship and other useful media (Wells et al., 2000; 
Kotler et al., 2002).  

In order to effectively plan which media to use, marketers must do extensive research of 
cross-country media as well as the audience. Prices and preferences for different media in 
different countries might also vary and therefore the marketer must choose carefully. 
Knowing the target group, understanding the media and assessing the budget necessary for 
the project are vital aspects for the international marketer. Prior to this the marketer must 
take regard to legislation of the advertising in the particular market (Doole & Lowe, 2004; 
Gillespie et al., 2004; Kotler et al., 2002).  

2.3 Advertising in Japan 

There are two different schools of thought when it comes to advertising and these are real-
ism and idealism. While in the West advertising lies more towards realism, the East lies 
more towards idealism. By realism, a focus is placed upon objective information and ideal-
ism symbolises a more sensitive and emotional side of things (Kishimoto, 1967 in Genestre 
et al., 1995). Aspects put on advertising such as soft music, beautiful scenery and soft 
voices have shown to have a large impact on Japanese consumers where the product is 
chosen on the basis of manufacturer’s good work and favourable image (Burton, 1985 in 
Genestre et al., 1995).  

Thus when advertising in Japan one must adjust to local preferences, meaning products 
and advertisements must be modified to reflect the Japanese taste. Moreover, many com-
panies tend to hide their origin when advertising in Japan due to the existing belief in Ja-
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pan, that Japanese products are superior (Ono, 1991 in Genestre et al., 1995). Regarding 
the advertising message, the Japanese, being high-context, do not need to receive the com-
plete message due to that it is expected of the consumers to fill in the blanks. The language 
and the message though must be worded correctly due to the Japanese sensitivity towards 
how something is said or how a slogan or a pitch is stated (De Mente & Perry, 1968 in 
Genestre et al., 1995).  

2.3.1 Women in Japanese advertising 

Women’s roles in advertising are changing for the better. Previously it was not very un-
common that women were portrayed in a sexist manner in Japanese advertising. Today 
women are standing up for themselves in commercials. Advertising is reflective of society’s 
values and therefore in order to keep up with the modern times even images of the submis-
sive woman are disappearing. In Japan presently the women are in control of their own fu-
tures and they wish to be seen like that even by the media. Respect and sensitivity towards 
women is increasing throughout the country. The image of the beauty of a woman through 
out the entire life-cycle is being adopted by cosmetic companies who wish to celebrate it 
through marketing promotion. Other companies wish to distance themselves from the im-
age of a woman as only a decoration. Previously women were portrayed as perfect wives 
and housemothers. This today does not reflect reality in the consumers’ point of view and 
since it cannot create bonds with the consumers, it does not build or maintain brand im-
ages. Companies must apply a balanced image of a woman who yearns for freedom and in-
dependence while also harbouring needs to be a good wife and mother (Kilburn, 1998).  

Simply what is changing the women’s roles in Japanese advertising today are the aspirations 
of the present Japanese woman. In the 1980s, Japanese women did not have any career as-
pirations and today they are executives. They have become a very large consumer group 
which has a great influence on Japanese economy as a whole. Japan is currently experienc-
ing a women’s age in advertising. Companies are sponsoring women-oriented events such 
as a woman’s marathon race and more and more women oriented magazines are appearing 
on the market. In the 1980’s a company in the diamond business begun promoting en-
gagement and wedding rings with couple scenes as a centre of the advertising. This intro-
duced new customs in Japan. Today diamond rings are not as special. Today these rings 
serve as anniversary gifts or simply an item a woman can afford to purchase by herself and 
for herself (Kilburn, 1996). 

Unfortunately many male chauvinistic advertisements and commercials still exist in Japan 
which shows that the traditional nature of the Japanese people lies still somewhere under 
the surface. Commercials portraying women being kidnapped by men and tied up are not 
very rare and serve as an image to show the masculinity of the Japanese male population. 
These commercials are not very popular by the public and various activist groups are work-
ing hard in order to get them off the air and off the billboards (Kilburn, 1996).    

2.3.2 Men in Japanese advertising 

The life of a Japanese man is changing drastically. At work where promotion used to be 
based on seniority, it is now becoming more skill based and workers can face superiors 
which are younger or even women. This is a time of great confusion and Japanese men are 
seeking new values and reorganizing their lives. The advertising is now attempting to raise 
the self-esteem of Japanese men and this is accomplished by using stars, both domestic and 
foreign, in promotion campaigns. The stars often play just an individual in a group and are 
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supposed to create an image of the boy or man next door. Harrison Ford is seen in a beer 
commercial going out drinking with his Japanese friends as just one of the guys and the pa-
per printed ads were portraying the same image. As female influence on advertising gains 
strength, commercials such as a man attempting to do household chores while holding a 
baby in one hand and a phone in the other, receiving instructions from his wife who is at 
work, are becoming more popular (Kilburn, 1997). 

Many Japanese men wish for more masculinity in advertising, though much more often the 
opposite occurs. A famous happening was when Kose Cosmetics Company issued a line of 
cosmetics for men. Many other cosmetic companies followed with similar ideas and soon 
the male population in Japan was faced with a variety of lipsticks, facial creams, mascaras, 
eye-liners, hair colorants and styling aids. Very soon magazines were portraying the fash-
ionable Japanese boy who could hardly be distinguished from the girl model next to him. 
This caused reaction in some more traditional companies who begun developing a more 
masculine image where promotion showed strong men putting down women. These com-
mercials and ads disappeared of the air, buildings and papers in a few days due to women’s 
protests. A Japanese man is often threatened by a woman his own age. While he feels tied 
up in his life, Japanese women are free to spend money, to travel and to further educate 
themselves. Due to this aspect women in commercials which are directed towards men are 
usually portrayed as harmless high-school girls played by young celebrity idols (Kilburn, 
1997).  

2.3.3 Stars in Japanese advertising 

Using stars in advertising is one certain way to achieve success when it comes to marketing 
promotion in Japan. Many of the stars are locally Japanese although there is a noticeable 
minority of foreign stars. A survey showed that 90 % of the noticeable and memorable ads 
have featured celebrities. Due to that an average Japanese commercial is only 15 seconds 
long, a noticeable face is what sticks with the consumers (Kilburn, 1998a). Many of the 
Hollywood stars which appear in Japanese commercials speak English. The average Japa-
nese consumer does not speak English and rarely understands it when spoken in a native 
accent. The point of using Hollywood stars is simply to create an atmosphere. In these 
commercials and other promotional tools the associations between the product and the star 
is usually blurry and the star is portrayed simply to create a dramatic effect. Due to that 
Japanese advertising tends to be viewed by confused eyes by the outsiders, the commercials 
which portray native and Hollywood stars stay in Japan. Most Hollywood celebrities have 
this as a clause in their contract, which forbids the company to show commercials made in 
Japan, outside of Japan (Mooney, 2000; Kilburn, 1991). 

Some of the more famous foreign stars who have appeared in Japanese advertising:  

Charles Bronson for Mandom (toiletry); Sammy Davis Jr. for Suntory White (whiskey); 
Paul Newman for Nissan; Sylvester Stallone for Ito Ham (sausages); Tiger Woods for 
American Express in Japan; Quentin Tarantino for Perfect TV; Michael J. Fox for Shimano 
Fishing; Bruce Willis for Camellia Diamonds; Jodie Foster for Honda; Madonna for Mitsu-
bishi; Eddie Murphy for Toyota; Sigourney Weaver for Nippon Steel Corp.; Arnold 
Schwarzenegger for Nisshin (instant) noodles; Bill Clinton for Fuji Film; Margaret Thacher 
for Kanebo Cosmetics; Gorbachev for Ikegami Camera and many others (Mooney, 2000; 
Kilburn, 1991; 1998a). 
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2.3.4 Design of Japanese advertising 

From the 1860s Japanese aesthetic has had a great affect on advertising and graphic design. 
Later in the 1900 century colouring was introduced and the advertisers had more possibili-
ties and were able to also mass duplicate posters. These Japanese posters were posted all 
over Western cities and became the most powerful method of communication prior to the 
advancement of other media such as magazines. The first practitioners of “graphic design” 
as we see it today were Toulouse-Lautrec and Jules Chéret and they in turn used Japanese 
elements in their designs. In fact Chéret is known as the father of modern poster in the 
West. The billboards of these artists were looked upon as art on buildings in the US 
(United States of America) cities. Today the Japanese influence on Western design is deeply 
embedded, meaning that the average viewer does not longer distinguish them as Japanese. 
This influence does not stop at graphic design but extends to literature, architecture, thea-
tre, textiles and ceramics (Avella, 2004).  

Today many Western designers find pure Japanese design difficult to read, as in under-
standing the message which is being sent. While in the U.S. designers were trying to be 
clear in their messages, the homogenous culture of the Japanese allowed for the use of im-
ages that spoke of emotion and beauty. Many Western designers believe that Japanese de-
sign stands for simplicity. This though does not mean that the design itself lacks complex-
ity. This means that even though the design is surrounded by large empty spaces and lack 
of details, it still offers a great deal of interpretation possibilities. Zen Buddhist quest for 
enlightenment in many way influences the simplicity of Japanese design (Avella, 2004).  

A second aspect of Japanese graphic design is typography. There are three Japanese alpha-
bets, hiragana, katakana and kanji. Hiragana and katakana both include representation of 
the same sound by using around 46 characters each. Kanji on the other hand uses around 
50.000 characters all representing different things. A Western graphic designer using the 
Latin alphabet will only have to put in a bit of effort in creating a new font for the current 
campaign he is working on. This is harder on Japanese designers due to the number and 
the complexity of the characters. Usually designers would redesign only the characters 
needed for the campaign instead of the whole alphabet. Recently for this reason many 
Japanese designers have begun to use English in advertising due to its simplicity to change 
(Avella, 2004).  

The Japanese design does not stop at billboards, posters etc., but continues to send a 
communication through the package design of the products as well. Wrapping of pur-
chased products has to simply be beautiful and professional. To present someone with an 
unwrapped gift is insulting. The wrapping of a product is almost a ceremonial activity in 
Japan to the point where the wrapping paper serves as an extension of the product, com-
plimenting it and making it into a work of art. The packaging of the product is also unde-
niably a symbol of beauty and should always be in perfect condition when a transaction is 
performed (Avella, 2004).  

Manga (Japanese comics) has had a strong influence on Japanese graphic design. Since 
manga comics and books stand for 23% of total publication sales in Japan, using the char-
acters which are popular at a certain period in time can be very successful for an advertising 
campaign. Manga in many ways is more complex then its Western counterpart. When read-
ing manga the reader has to do all the work due that many of the screens contain no text 
and only convey emotion. The distinct features of manga and anime (Japanese animated 
movies and series) and their characters that mostly have large heads and large eyes, are said 
to be influenced by early Disney works. Japanese manga artists believe that this appearance 
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is best suited for conveying complex emotions (Avella, 2004). Using manga characters also 
brings about cuteness to the design which is also known as the “kawaii culture”, kawaii 
meaning cute in Japanese. Cute characters are placed on ATM cards and even at different 
shrines (Kinsella, 1995; Avella, 2004). Kawaii or cute design became the polite way of con-
veying a message to the public. This was displayed on, amongst other things, train ticket 
machines, street warning signs and even the Tokyo police. This gave consumers a method 
of building personal relationships with the brand. Kawaii gave people a reason to postpone 
pressures of adulthood by holding on to the childhood. Due to that this style is proven to 
be able to sell products, Japanese graphic designers either design their own characters or 
use already existing ones. Many companies are discarding the cute characters in their logos 
and ads due to the expensive licensing costs and the need to be applicable to foreign mar-
kets where such ways do not work. Other companies still value the kawaii style and do not 
seem willing to let go anytime in the near future (Avella, 2004). 
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3 Branding 

In this chapter we aim to describe the branding aspects of our theoretical frame of reference. 

3.1 Brand Value 

A brand strategy includes both differentiation and added value. Differentiation is when com-
panies attempt to distinguish themselves from competitors by giving their brand a competi-
tive advantage. Added value is the extra value which the consumers perceive from a branded 
product. This implies that the value goes beyond the bare product (Riezebos, 2003).  

Kotler et al (2002) states that a brand is:  A name, term, sign, symbol or design, or a combination of 
these, intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from 
those of competitors. (Kotler et al., 2002, p 469)  

Riezebos (2003) defines a brand as: A brand is every sign that is capable of distinguishing the goods 
or service of a company and that can have certain meaning for consumers both in material and immaterial 
terms. (Riezebos, 2003, p 63.)    

Brand equity stands for a set of assets as well as liabilities which are linked to the brand 
name or its symbol. These assets/liabilities add or subtract value provided by a service or a 
product, to a firm or/and that particular firm’s customers. These assets can be: Brand 
name awareness; Brand loyalty; Perceived quality and Brand associations. The meaning of 
brand name awareness is the presence the brand has in the minds of the consumers. This is 
measured by the different ways in which a consumer can remember a brand. Awareness is 
also familiarity with the brand due to past and present exposure to it. As consumers get 
used to a brand they in the end might only purchase products from the same brand and 
this is know as brand loyalty. Brand loyalty is one of the key considerations when placing 
value on a brand due to the costly nature of acquiring new customers as opposed to retain-
ing old and present ones. Usually brand loyalty comes forth when a consumer perceives the 
brand as one providing quality. This in turn is known as perceived quality. Not only quality, 
recognition and loyalty define a brand’s value. One other aspect is the power of a brand to 
give people a reason to buy it by creating positive feelings and emotions, also known as 
brand associations (Aaker, 1996).  

A branded article itself has different characteristics. Some are the characteristics of the 
product itself and others can be added to the product. These are called intrinsic and extrinsic 
attributes. The intrinsic attributes are the attributes which, while changing themselves also 
change the product. The intrinsic attributes are divided between non-distinguishing and distin-
guishing attributes. The non-distinguishing attributes are a type of characteristics for the 
whole product class. The intrinsic distinguishing attributes are those attributes that distin-
guish one brand from other brands. The extrinsic attributes are all other attributes which 
can not be included under the intrinsic attributes. This can for example be the brand, the 
packaging and the price (Riezebos, 2003). 

3.2 Positioning Choice 

When introducing a new brand, a manager needs to decide what market or what field to 
enter, this reefers to the positioning choice. There are two dimensions that affect the position 
of a brand. The first dimension is the relative price and the other one is the intrinsic di-
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mension. The intrinsic dimension is what the branded product offers to the consumers 
both in material and immaterial terms. There are three strategies to choose from when it 
comes to positioning according to price. These are low-cost, premium and a prestige strat-
egy. The low-cost strategy is when a brand competes with other brands with the lowest pos-
sible price. When using a premium or a prestige strategy, the company avoids competing with 
price and instead attempts to distinguish their brand by using differentiation. Differentia-
tion is very high in a prestige strategy but low in a low-cost strategy. What this means is 
that the level of differentiation is dependent on what position a branded product has on 
the price dimension. Also when competing with a low-cost strategy companies try to sepa-
rate these products by giving them own brand names. If the product is not so successful it 
would then not affect the main corporate brand. Another reason for this is if the company 
is know for luxury products, then suddenly developing product which are affordable at a 
low price would make them lose some of their primary customers which buy the status 
which comes with the luxury product (Riezebos, 2003). 

The intrinsic dimension is the other dimension that affects the positioning of a brand. The 
intrinsic dimension can be dived between functional and expressive characteristics of a 
brand. Functional attributes are those intrinsic attributes that give a branded product its ad-
vantage when it comes to consumption. This implies the function of the product which is 
also the main reason for the purchase. It should also distinguish the brand from other 
brands in a positive way. The functional approach includes both instrumental and impres-
sive aspects of the intrinsic attributes. One of these two aspects should be emphasized. The 
instrumental aspects concern the actual intrinsic attributes of the branded product. For ex-
ample shower gel Z is pH neutral. And the impressive aspects are connected to the benefits 
a certain branded product can give. For example shower gel Z will prevent skin irritation. 
As mentioned before the intrinsic attributes can also be dived between non-distinguishing 
and distinguishing attributes. When a company whishes to use the functional approach they 
make a choice between distinguishing attributes which are unique for the branded product 
in order to decide which intrinsic attributes to emphasize. The expressive approach aims to 
get the consumer in a certain feeling during the consumption and the consumer should 
have certain emotions for the brand. Riezebos (2003) explains this as the “psychosocial 
meaning” of a brand. The expressive approach is best suited for an added value and a pres-
tige strategy (Riezebos, 2003). 

It can be said that the attributes and benefits are related to the functional approach, 
whereas the emotion is connected to the expressive approach. A market needs to mature 
before the focus is only placed on emotions when it comes to brand related communica-
tions. In a start-up of a market, the brand related communications will focus on attributes 
and after a while the focus will shift to benefits. The characteristics of a matured market are 
that the leading brands focus their communication and advertising on lifestyle and an ex-
perience world while the advertising expenditures in the market are very high (Riezebos, 
2003). 

3.3 Brand-name strategies 

There are three brand-name strategies for a company to choose from. The first one is the 
monolithic brand-name strategy. This is when a company uses one brand-name for different 
product classes. Other words for a monolithic brand-name strategy are: family brand or 
umbrella brand. The second is a dualithic brand-name strategy and that is when a company 
uses two brand-names for the same article. This could be done by a product-line extension 
or by an endorsement strategy. An extension strategy is when the company uses an already 
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existing brand-name for the new product. The parent product is the original product and 
the new product is called the extended product. There are three types of extension strate-
gies. The line extension is when both the parent and the extended product are in the same 
product class. When the parent product and the extended product do not belong to the 
same product class but still are the same type of product it is known as the brand extension 
strategy (Apéria & Back, 2004; Riezebos, 2003). The last one is the concept-extension strat-
egy and that is when the brand is used for totally different products. When using an en-
dorsement strategy each product has its own brand-name but the product is also labeled 
with another brand-name, for example the corporate name (Aaker, 1996; Riezebos, 2003). 
The last brand-name strategy is the multilithic strategy or the branded strategy. This is when 
companies promote products that have entirely own brand-names. In a multilithic strategy 
there are companies which use totally different names or names that are similar to each 
other, these are called series brands and examples of these can for example be Nestea, 
Nescafé and Nesquick by Nestlé (Riezebos, 2003). 

3.4 Identity 

A brand identity provides a meaning and a purpose to a brand. Brand identity is built up by 
brand associations or brand values. The unique set of brand associations or brand values 
for one brand should represent what the brand stands for but also intend to give the cus-
tomer a promise, such as a mission statement of the brand (Aaker, 1996; Riezebos, 2003). 
The brand identity is used for establishing a relationship between the company and the cus-
tomer. This is done by promoting benefits that can be functional, emotional or self-
expressive. The brand identity consists of several elements that are divided between four 
perspectives. These perspectives are: the brand-as-product, brand-as-organization, brand-
as-person and brand-as-symbol (Aaker, 1996). The brand identity consists of two dimen-
sions, the core and the extended identity. The core identity stands for associations and val-
ues which are central for the brand and are constant over time. This can for example be the 
soul of the brand, fundamental beliefs and values as well as what the company which pro-
motes the brand stands for. The extended identity completes the picture of the brand. It 
fills the gaps that the core identity has left. Examples of this can be the brand personality 
(Aaker, 1996; Apéria & Back, 2004). Brand values are strongly connected to attitudes and 
behavior. What this means is that the brand value of one brand will not be desired by all 
people since people have different opinions on what they find important. The main point 
with brand values is that the chosen values for one brand should determine everything that 
is related to that particular brand (Riezebos, 2003).  

Companies can also work with multiple brand identities. This action is taken in order to 
adapt to diverse markets and product contexts. In these cases the goal should be having a 
common set of associations. Some of these associations would be the core identity. This 
way the identity would in each market either be embellished or understated though still 
consistent with the common elements of the identity. Inconsistency in the non-overlapping 
associations should be avoided and this can be ensured by having the same identity in dif-
ferent markets though emphasize dissimilar elements in each market. An example of this is 
making the brand personality in one market more vital, while the product attributes in an-
other market would be in the forefront. Even when there are real differences, the goal 
should be to make these as consistent as possible (Aaker, 1996).  
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3.5 Image 

Brand image can be explained as the mental picture which consumers perceive from a 
brand or a branded product (Aaker, 1996; Apéria & Back, 2004; Riezebos, 2003). The iden-
tity of a brand is the picture that the company wishes the consumer to perceive from the 
brand though this can differ from the picture the consumer him/herself perceives from a 
brand (Apéria & Back, 2004; Riezebos, 2003). This means that the brand identity is not al-
ways the same as the brand image. The consumer receives the image of a brand from mar-
keting communications, from their own experience from the branded product as well as 
from the people around them expressing their opinions. Advertising is a very good way to 
affect the brand image of the consumers (Riezebos, 2003). When companies develop ad-
vertising campaigns they should try to emphasize the identity of the brand as much as pos-
sible. This is done in order for the image, which the consumer receives from the brand, to 
be as close as possible to the brand identity (Aaker, 1996; Riezebos, 2003).   

“A brand image is a subjective mental picture of a brand shared by a group of consumers (Riezebos, 
2003, p 63.) “ 

“Brand image: The set of beliefs that consumers hold about a particular brand. (Kotler et al., 2002, p 
820)” 

Brand image consists of three components and these are content, favorability and strength. 
The content of a brand image is what associations a brand-name gives. This type of associa-
tions can for example be knowledge, feelings, smells and sounds. Favorability refers to if the 
content associations are positive or negative in the minds of the customers. The strength of a 
brand image refers to; to what extent an association is connected to a brand (Riezebos, 
2003). 

3.6 The Japanese brand 

In Japan, the brand is a symbol that unifies the organisation. The Japanese corporations 
distinguish themselves as guarantors of product quality and a high service performance 
which the consumers have come to expect. Corporate and brand names are likely to be 
identical. Yamaha makes Yamaha pianos, sports equipment and motorcycles under the 
same brand name. This in turn builds trust in the minds of the consumers and they learn to 
depend on a certain brand’s ability to always produce good quality no matter the product 
(Aaker, 1996; Johansson & Hirano, 1998). Unfortunately there is a negative side to relying 
only on corporate brand and that is that the product life cycle tends to be short, causing the 
product to always be built upon or replaced by a more superior version (Kilburn, 2002). 

A brand in Japan symbolises the corporation and the products on the market, though it ex-
tends to the individual’s sense of identity as well. The employer belongs to the corporation 
the same way they belong to a family and the family name is the corporation’s name. If one 
works for Toyota then one is a “Toyota-jin” (Toyota-man) and given that everything is in 
the name, the name has to be protected (Aaker, 1996; Johansson & Hirano, 1998).  

A valuable brand in Japan leads to market share, which is the focus of Japanese corpora-
tions, leaving profits in second place. There is a belief that profits can and often are ma-
nipulated while the market share is a more acceptable measure. In Japan bigger is better 
and a large market share implies a large size and a large visibility and recognition. This can 
be seen as an indicator of the potency of a company’s brand identity. The brand identity 
naturally carries over to the customer who reflects it back. The identity representation is 
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hence mutual and that is why the image of the brand is not simply defined by the position-
ing communication from the company. The image is also defined by the customer who 
purchases and uses a brand. This is why brand awareness becomes important, due to that 
using a certain brand does not create an effect unless the brand is recognised by others (Jo-
hansson & Hirano, 1998). 

There are certain differences that have to be mentioned though between the views on 
brand identity and image between the West and the East. When studying Western market-
ing, we learn that the success lies in brand identity and image. Corporations usually do not 
use the corporate brand for the products and services they produce, thus establishing a new 
brand with its own image and identity. In Japan there is a firm belief that a large market 
share is the way to build a strong corporate brand which lies on the shoulders of the com-
pany. As the brand name grows stronger, the Japanese companies are not inclined to 
change it even when attempting to enter foreign markets, clinging firmly to their identity 
which was solidly built through the market share. In the beginning the Japanese brands 
have had some problems when going to the US. This in time was overcome as some Japa-
nese firms changed their brand names to a point which still allowed them to keep their 
identity. In many cases the brand names were only slightly altered while still sounding alike 
and having a close connection to each other. Other firms kept their corporate brand 
names, as Japan in time, for many products, became know as the origin of quality. Thus no 
matter now difficult the Japanese brand name was to pronounce in the West, it was now 
looked at from a respectful and welcomed point of view (Johansson & Hirano, 1998). The 
need for keeping the corporate brand name is based deeply in the Japanese obsession with 
image. It is only through the corporate brand that the company can receive the recognition 
it strives for (Aaker, 1996). 

To further strengthen the brand, the Japanese corporations apply internal marketing where 
all the employees serve as marketers. The goal is to make the customer feel as a part of the 
“family” belonging to the firm. On some level all employees at one time have been in per-
sonal contact with a customer. Moreover, to strengthen the brand Japanese apply “kaizen” 
(continuous improvement) to their production. This has to be done swiftly due to that the 
ordinary Japanese consumer will only wait for a set amount of time for their favourite 
brand to come up with a new version of a product they like, prior to turning to the com-
petitor brand. This high competition has resulted in more money being placed in advertis-
ing and promotion, although quality and service are still a very important aspect of main-
taining a strong brand (Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Johansson & Hirano, 1998).  
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4 Culture 

In this chapter we will describe the cultural aspects of the theoretical frame of reference. 

The culture is often defined as an ice-berg. The definition refers to the fact that in the case 
of the ice-berg one only sees the top sticking out from the surface of the water while the 
rest of it lies beneath. In a culture, equally so one can only distinguish visible aspects such 
as the language, food, religion and clothing which define a society. Values, ideas and other 
important aspects in a culture lie beneath the surface (Brislin, 1999). 

4.1 The socio-cultural environment 

Repeated social relationships develop the culture and form patterns which become internal-
ized by the members of the group. Culture is in a constant change and developing process, 
hence it does not stand still. Culture has three different characteristics (Hollensen, 2001): 

It is learned: This means that the culture is thought to- and learned by people through their 
membership of a group which passes on culture from one generation to the next. A na-
tional culture is acquired in the early years of life where one becomes an expert at the age 
of five in using his/her own language. This means that the values associated with functions 
such as interaction with other family members; steering clear of punishment while obtain-
ing reward; negotiations for desired items and causing and avoiding conflicts have been in-
ternalized (Anholt, 2000; Gillespie et al., 2004; Wells et al., 2000; Hollensen, 2001).  

It is interrelated: This means that two parts of culture can be deeply connected to each other. 
This refers to aspects such as for example religion and marriage, business and social status 
(Gillespie et al., 2004; Hollensen, 2001). 

It is shared: Values of a culture are passed on to an individual by other members. The affect-
ing members can be parents, family, other adults, school, work and friends (Wells et al., 
2000; Hollensen, 2001). 

Correctly assessing these three aspects can provide valuable information in order to build a 
framework which will help with a company’s internationalization. The layers of a culture 
can largely influence the behaviour of the individual. The different layers are the national 
culture, the business/industry culture, the company culture and the individual behaviour. 
The national culture gives out the framework on cultural concepts and legislation for business 
activities. The business/industry culture refers to an ability of a company to express which 
business it is in, having close connections to its own cultural roots and history. While the 
involved individuals know the rules of the game, the industry culture stays mostly the same 
across borders regarding behaviour and ethics. The company culture is defined by subcultures 
with various functions. The shared beliefs, values, behaviours and meanings of members of 
one function within the organisation, define functional culture. Individual behaviour on the 
other hand is expressed by other cultural levels. Within the interaction environment, the 
individual becomes the central part by interacting with other actors in the industrial mar-
keting setting. Culture becomes learned and the process of learning is what creates indi-
viduals due to alternative environments and various individual characteristics (Jandt, 2004; 
Hollensen, 2001).  

Some of the different environments are represented through high- and low-context cul-
tures. A low-context culture puts most weight on written and spoken messages in order for 
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the receiver to accurately receive the message and interpret it. In a high-context culture 
more elements surrounding the message are used in the interpretation process (Rogers & 
Steinfatt, 1999; Gillespie et al., 2004; Hollensen, 2001). Japanese are described as one cul-
ture which would lie at the top of the context scale making it extremely high-context while 
Scandinavian countries might be found close to the bottom of the very same scale making 
it highly low-context (Usunier, 1993) 

When entering a culture it is important to consider the language. The language is divided 
into the verbal language and the non-verbal language. The verbal language is the language we 
speak and how we phrase ourselves, whether we speak in a more direct or a non-direct 
manner. The non-verbal language represents the body language. In a high-context culture peo-
ple tend to place high importance on the non-verbal language. After language, manners and 
customs must also be taken into consideration. Education is also one aspect that can represent 
a great importance when planning to establish a company abroad. If the company should 
wish to hire workers locally, then the matter of education must be looked into. Values and 
attitudes makes us the people we are, thus when entering a new market a company must 
make sure not to go against the values and attitudes of the people living in that environ-
ment. Religion is also important being that certain things are restricted for businessmen in 
countries where there are strong religious beliefs (Hollensen, 2001).   

Furthermore according to Hollensen (2001) it is important to mention Hofstede’s dimen-
sion model on national cultures. He divides the model into four dimensions which are: 
Power distance, Uncertainty avoidance, Masculinity and Individualism. By power distance 
Hofstede meant how the power is distributed in a society. In a high power distance society 
the power would be gathered with the few individuals at the top and by low power distance 
the power would be more evenly distributed amongst the society. Uncertainty avoidance 
stands for; to which degree people establish laws and rules within the society in order to 
avoid risks. High uncertainty avoidance would represent a very strict country with regula-
tions on every aspect of life and low uncertainty avoidance would put more trust in people 
and give them more freedom. Masculinity stands for; to which degree masculine values 
(achievement, performance, success, money and competition) rule over the feminine values 
(quality of life, personal relationships, solidarity, preserving the environment, service and 
care for the weak). Finally Individualism stands for whether people like to stand for them-
selves or belong to a group (Hollensen, 2001).  

One can say individualism stands for conceptions of the “self”. Individuals like to define 
themselves independent of group behaviour while collectivists define themselves through 
their connectedness to other individuals in various groups (Rogers & Steinfatt, 1999; Mar-
kus & Kitayama, 1991). In Individualism it is personal goals which have the priority over 
the group while the collective goals are aimed for in collectivism (Rogers & Steinfatt, 1999; 
Triandis, 1995; Kim, Triandis, Kagitcibasi, Choi, & Yoon, 1994). The people who apply a 
more collective behaviour are also likely to be affected by duties, social norms and obliga-
tions. Individuals on the other hand are driven by their own values, beliefs and attitudes 
(Rogers & Steinfatt, 1999; Bontempo & Rivero, 1992). When it comes to relationships, 
while individuals are more oriented toward the achievement of the task, collectivists put 
more effort into harmonious relationships while putting the task at risk (Rogers & Steinfatt, 
1999; Gillespie et al., 2004; Jain, 2003; Kim et al., 1994). 

One important aspect about the Japanese society is that the members lack the will of being 
individuals but thrive in a more collectivistic surrounding. Belonging to a group (family, 
company or club), appears to justify the existence of Japanese people. Individualism is 
looked upon as an act of selfishness and is a character flew. Japanese people truly believe 
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that belonging to a group is the only way of contributing to the society from which every-
one gains. Working as one makes the group stronger, more efficient, faster and other qual-
ity based attributes. In a business, everyone shares the same opinion. As mentioned in 
chapter 3.6 a person who works for, for example Sony, becomes a Sony-man. Poor per-
formance is seen as a betrayal of the company and also a spiritual failure (Proquest, 1997).  

4.2 Japanese consumers 

In Western countries it is commonly known that “the customer is always right”. In Japan 
though there is a saying “okuyakasama wa kamisama desu” meaning, “the customer is 
God”. The Japanese are thought to expect being served by others and to serve others from 
birth. With this mentality, as the Japanese enter a company, being able to provide a top 
level service to their consumers is a second nature. In Japan the customer is never wrong. 
This implies that great effort is placed into taking care of unsatisfied customers which 
might have a complaint. Thus it is important to have a high level of attentiveness and a care 
for the customer’s personal needs as well as business needs. The after-sale attention is as 
important as the attention given to the customer at the moment of purchase. If a customer 
finds the after-sale treatment poor they will without hesitation change brands (Johansson & 
Nonaka, 1996; Morgan & Morgan, 1991 in Genestre et al., 1995). 

Since service is important in Japanese culture, giant companies in Japan have taken service 
to a whole new level. By Japanese definition the consumer has the power due to that the 
seller is willing to sell to any customer, while the consumer is not willing to buy from any 
seller. This is why the Western way of looking at such a transaction as equal is an unnatural 
view to the Japanese. The seller is the servant while the consumer is the master, hence 
there is no equality. Due to many competitors, sometimes the only thing which can attract 
consumers is the service. Service must go before all products. The entire organisation is 
thought to know “what the customer really wants” as opposed to “what the organisation 
thinks the customer wants” (Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Genestre et al., 1995). Below is a 
quote: 

“Americans have always believed that if you build a better mousetrap, the customers will beat a path to 
your door. The Japanese believe that if you beat a path to your customer’s door, you will build a better 

mousetrap.”(Genestre et al., 1995) 

Due to busy lives of the Japanese customers shopping becomes an extracurricular activity 
or a hobby. This is why in Japanese stores more stress is placed upon the entertainment 
feature, while shopping appears to be simply a bi-product of the experience (Genestre et 
al., 1995). 

Lately one large consumer group in Japan is on the rise and the members of this group are 
Japanese female consumers which largely outnumber the male and are considered the main 
target group when approaching Japan (Normandy, 2005) 

4.3 Japanese female consumers 

Men in Japan have always been considered to be a powerful force but the women in Japan 
are slowly taking over this role. Nowadays Japanese school girls are influencing cultural 
trends, while young working women still live at the parental home spending salaries exclu-
sively on themselves. Moreover, the number of divorced women, which is increasing, af-
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fects the economy. The average Japanese divorced woman is finding that she can spend 
more money on herself post divorce (Normandy, 2005). 

Another way to define the power and influence of the Japanese female consumer is 
through the definition of the Japanese Office Ladies (OL’s). They are usually unmarried 
women who work at an office at one of the many large Japanese companies. The OL does 
not have any difficult work tasks but is still in a position very close to a secretary who 
mainly performs coffee and tea making duties as well as taking notes and copies for the 
person in charge of her. What is different with the OL is that since she is unmarried she 
most likely still lives at home. Living at home gives her the benefits of spending her salary 
solely on herself instead of living expenses such as food and rent. These women are hired 
straight after University and their goal is to work until they get married. By the time they 
enter a marriage they have already become a very important part of the Japanese economy. 
Living the life of a married woman does not change this fact. The only thing that does 
change is that after marriage she will be in charge of all the family spending thus she once 
more will have control over money (Forrest, 2006). 

Advertisers are slowly realising that one of the most important things is to reach the female 
buyers in Japan. As mentioned, the women usually even when being stay-at-home mothers 
are in charge of the money in the family and hence in charge of all the purchases. Accord-
ing to statistics, only single women in Japan spend around $6.5 billion a year. It is mainly 
considered that the school girls who influence trends will become one of the living at home 
single women. They provide every business with an opportunity for profit no matter the 
service or product. Due to the rise of female consumers the marketing efforts are changing 
in order to be specially adjusted to suite and attract this particular group. Most packaging 
and advertising messages are being redesigned to include cute bunny icons and other 
youthful images (Normandy, 2005). The culture of cuteness amongst Japanese women will 
be discussed further in chapter 4.4. 

Japanese female consumers besides “cute” images are attracted to novelty. This is why 
product age in a high speed in Japan. A soft drink industry in Japan might introduce 
around 1,000 new products a year while only around three of these survive. This trend is 
knows as “otakuism” which means an obsession with novelty (Normandy, 2005). 

4.4 Female cuteness culture 

In Japan the kawaii (cute) style has dominated the culture from the 1980s and it appears 
that this trend is still continuing. The particular style promotes genuine, gentle, innocent, 
simple, sweet, adorable, pure, weak and vulnerable social behaviour and physical appear-
ances. The kawaii style has evolved from being serious, infantile pink romanticism to the 
kitsch, humorous and androgynous style which is more the description of kawaii today. In 
the 1980s, amongst high school students in Japan even a cute handwriting was invented. 
This handwriting caused many problems for schools and in many places it was banned. 
This shows how deep the kawaii culture reaches (Kinsella, 1995).  

Many companies immediately took advantage of the spreading craze for cute merchandise 
and begun to produce products which were solely directed towards young school girls. The 
design became very important and producers were avoiding anything which was tradition-
ally Japanese but were focusing on producing goods which had more of a European or 
American style, being dreamy, fluffy and frilly. The “Hello Kitty” cat was one of these 
newly invented cute and fluffy Western style characters which would attract young Japa-
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nese girls. The popularity of these invented characters was sky high and therefore large fi-
nancial institutions such as the Sumitomo bank provided their customers with “Hello 
Kitty” Visa’s (Kinsella, 1995).  

Fashion was not far behind and from the 1970s, Japanese women and girls have been en-
couraged by fashion magazines to not just dress youthfully but to distinctly dress like chil-
dren. In the end of 1980s even this style evolved into a more androgynous, cheeky, tomboy 
sweetness. The cute fashion was often used by so called “cute idols”. The Japanese idols 
begun to exploit and manipulate the new trend to their own advantage acting childish, 
wearing children’s clothes and using youthful and playful products (Kinsella, 1995). 

Furthermore according to Kinsella (1995) cuteness became a way for the Japanese youth to 
express their negative emotions toward adults. It became a stand which was either a form 
or the way to individualism. Cute-ism became a rebellion against the collectivistic nature of 
the Japanese society and therefore cute fashion, cute products, etc. became a form of rebel-
lion to collaborate with established social values and realities. The rebellion was the oppo-
site of the West where youth acted sexually provocative in order to rebel against society. In 
Japan the youth acted pre-sexual and took a stand from social responsibilities that maturity 
and adulthood bring (Kinsella, 1995).  
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5 Methodology 

Within this chapter we will present you with the qualitative method used for this thesis. Further we will ex-
plain the advantages and reasons for our choice of performing interviews as a part of the empirical data 
gathering. 

5.1 Research design 

A thesis builds on an empirical study which is analyzed and finally results in a conclusion, 
thus the first thing that needs to be decided upon is what type of research design and re-
search method to use when performing the empirical study (Bryman & Bell, 2003).  

Research design is somewhat of a framework on how a collection and an analysis of data 
are performed. Case studies as well as longitudinal and cross-sectional studies are examples 
of different research designs. The type of research design used in a thesis gives a picture of 
what priorities the researcher has placed on the empirical study. In this thesis the research-
ers have chosen to use the cross-sectional design. Cross-sectional design is an appropriate 
method to use when the researcher wishes to compare not only one but several variables in 
order to see if there is a variance between these (Bryman & Bell, 2003). The researchers be-
lieve that cross-sectional will be the most suitable design for them to work with in this the-
sis due to the aim of investigating if Swedish companies are willing to change their image in 
advertising towards the Japanese market. When using a cross-sectional approach, all data is 
collected at one point in time. The dates for the collection of the data should lie as closely 
to each other as possible (Bryman & Bell, 2003). 

5.2 Research method 

Bryman and Bell (2003) state that a research method is the technique a researcher uses 
when collecting data for the empirical study. A researcher can choose from many different 
methods but the different types of methods can be divided between qualitative and quanti-
tative methods. Quantitative methods transform data into numbers. After this a statistical 
analysis is carried out. The strength of this method is to explain different phenomena and 
which is accomplished by using many variables in order to receive a broad view of the 
situation (Holme & Solvang, 1986).  

A qualitative method builds on the researcher’s interpretation of data. This method is more 
about receiving a deeper understanding and a general picture of what the situation appears 
to be. It is also the most suitable method to use when researchers wish to build theories 
and understand different social processes (Holme & Solvang, 1986). In this thesis a qualita-
tive method was applied when performing the empirical study. The researchers believed it 
was the best technique to use due to the purpose stated at the beginning of this thesis. In a 
subject such as; to investigate if Swedish companies change their advertising for the Japa-
nese market and if they do, how does it affect the image of the company; one needs to go 
deeper into the investigation as to get a clear understanding of the situation as a whole. 
This description is related to qualitative methods and which is why this particular technique 
was chosen for the empirical research in this thesis. 
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5.2.1 Personal interviews 

The empirical study of this thesis was made through telephone interviews. Holme and Sol-
vang (1986) state that the strength of a qualitative interview is its appearance of an ordinary 
daily situation making the interview perceived as an ordinary conversation. This means that 
a qualitative interview is when the researcher controls the situation in the least possible 
way. The researcher wants the respondent to lead the conversation though at the same time 
it is important for the researcher to receive the answers that he/she seeks (Holme & Sol-
vang, 1986).  

There are many different types of interview techniques in the qualitative method and there 
are even more names for these. Bryman and Bell (2003) have divided them between semi-
structured interviews and unstructured interviews. When performing a semi-structured in-
terview method the researcher uses an interview schedule. This interview schedule consists 
of general questions where the researchers can vary the sequences of the questions and also 
have the ability to ask further questions depending on how the situation develops. When a 
researcher uses an unstructured interview method he/she only has a list of topics. These 
cover the subject and result in a difference in phrasing and sequencing of the questions be-
tween all interviews (Bryman & Bell, 2003).  

For this empirical research six semi-structured telephone interviews were performed with 
five large Swedish companies established in Japan and one Japanese company established 
in Sweden. The six Swedish companies produce different products and are therefore not 
competing with each other. The common aspect they all posses, and which is relevant here, 
is that they all have introduced their products to the Japanese market. The one interview 
with a Japanese company was performed in order to level out the research and provide the 
researchers with comparable results which are used in the conclusion. The researchers be-
lieved that performing semi-structured interviews would give them more control when 
gathering data for the empirical study. Moreover it makes it easier to compare the answers 
from different interviews which in turn would make the analysis of the empirical research 
clearer. The interviews, as mentioned earlier, were conducted through telephone and took 
between twenty five to fifty five minutes each. During these interviews questions from the 
interview guide were asked (found in Appendix 1, 2 and 3) and the sequence of the ques-
tions asked varied between the interviews and occasionally a question was added that was 
not included in the interview guide. A second interview guide was made especially for the 
Japanese company established in Sweden. This guide resembles closely the first one but 
several questions were removed due to that they were not relevant. The guide can be found 
in Appendix 3. 

Kvale (1996) in Bryman & Bell (2003) points out a list of nine types of questions that an in-
terview should contain. These types of questions are introducing, follow-up, probing, 
specifying, direct, indirect, structuring, silence and interpreting. The researchers have at-
tempted to make use of this knowledge when constructing the interview guides as well as 
during the interviews themselves. During an interview the researcher should use a language 
which is comprehensible and relevant for the respondent. This is performed in order to 
minimize the risk of possible misunderstandings and to create a suitable environment 
which makes the respondents feel they can express themselves in a good manner (Bryman 
& Bell, 2003). With this in mind the researchers have therefore conducted some of the in-
terviews in Swedish and others in English. At times the initiation of the interview was done 
in Japanese in order to show respect for the culture. The reason for the interviews in dif-
ferent languages was due to the positioning of the company marketing departments for the 
Japanese market. These were situated in Japan and therefore only a few of the respondents 
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spoke Swedish on a conversational level. Other respondents were mainly Japanese meaning 
that the interviews had to be performed mainly in English with slight help of the Japanese 
language for the purpose of introductions. Moreover due to the problems with distance 
and the limitations of the budget for this thesis the interviews were made through tele-
phone. When conducting these interviews a loud-speaker phone was used and a tape-
recorder. There are several reasons for using a tape-recorder. One reason is the interest of 
the researcher in both what the respondents say as well as the manner in which they say it. 
Another reason for using a tape-recorder is that the interviewer can concentrate on what is 
been said during the interview. The researcher needs to pay his/her full attention to the an-
swers given from the respondent so he/she can ask further questions if necessary. Without 
a tape-recorder the researcher would be required to take notes during the whole interview 
making it rather easy to miss important aspects of what is being said. The third reason for 
using a tape-recorder is the possibility of several examinations on the statements of the re-
spondents. Finally the researchers can perform a secondary analysis and thus counter accu-
sations of the influence by the researchers own values on the said analysis. The data can 
furthermore be reused in other research (Bryman & Bell, 2003). 

During the interviews one author asked the questions while listening carefully to the an-
swers of the respondents while the other author was taking notes. The authors decided to 
take notes as a back-up if a problem should occur with the tape-recorder. In three of the 
telephone interviews some problems occurred with the sound from the loud-speaker 
phone. This caused one researcher to pick up the phone and complete the interview by 
herself by asking the questions and taking notes at the same time. For these interviews the 
researchers relied only on notes. The authors have additionally explained during the inter-
view the background of some questions to the respondents in order to ensure better un-
derstanding which would in turn provide more relevant and valid results.  

5.2.2 Sample 

The population from which the researchers made their choices consisted out of Swedish 
companies which were established in Japan. This was accomplished by using the Swedish 
Trade Council’s website where several Swedish companies were listed (Swedish Trade 
Council, 2006). The “Swedish Trade Councils” website functioned as the frame of selec-
tion. A decision was made to focus on rather large companies and therefore the researchers 
attempted to keep to this focus when picking out the best suited samples for this thesis. A 
judgment sample was used in this thesis, which means that the choice was restricted to 
those companies which the authors believed would provide the thesis with deep and inter-
esting answers. The researchers also attempted to single out companies which produce dif-
ferent types of products such as for example personal cars, music instruments, sewing ma-
chines, mattresses, decorative glass and tobacco products. This could also be called a con-
venience or a purposive sample, meaning that the samples where chosen for the relevant 
criteria’s they posses or the samples where chosen by availability and willingness to con-
tribute (Potter, 1996). The empirical study in this thesis consists of telephone interviews 
with five Swedish companies which export their products and services to Japan. Two of 
these five companies are no longer Swedish owned but the researchers have chosen to use 
these companies nevertheless due to that they were Swedish-owned as they entered the 
Japanese market. Each company’s headquarters in Sweden was contacted and in turn the 
authors were referred to their equivalents in Japan. In order to get in touch with the Japa-
nese contacts the authors have primarily e-mailed the recommended staff and through e-
mail booked the phone interviews.  
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During the interviews made for this thesis the researchers talked with different types of 
managers who were working for the chosen companies. There was no possibility to affect 
the choice of the interviewee due to that the companies themselves picked the person they 
believed could answer the questions from the interview guide at the best of their knowl-
edge. For the Japanese company in Sweden, the Japanese equivalent to the Swedish trade 
council (Japan External Trade Organization - JETRO) was contacted (JETRO, 2006). They 
in turn provided the researchers with a list of Japanese companies in Sweden. Around five 
companies were contacted and only one company replied. All companies were selected ac-
cording to judgment sampling mentioned above. Moreover, the Swedish headquarters of 
the company which answered were contacted and an interview was booked through the 
telephone with a person at a suitable position, able to answer the questions from the inter-
view guide. 

All companies both Swedish and Japanese which were picked are in the business to con-
sumer market (B2C), following the perspective chosen for this thesis. The reason for these 
choices is the researchers’ belief in the existing interest when it comes to researching the 
differences between companies which differ in their offerings of products and services. In 
these cases the interest lies in the prospect of finding out if there are any changes in adver-
tising and/or in image when entering the market of Japan fulfilling the purpose stated in 
the first chapter.  

• The chosen Swedish companies were: Husqvarna Viking; Kosta Boda/Orrefors; 
Swedish Match; Tempur and Volvo Cars. 

• The chosen Japanese company was: Yamaha Scandinavia AB 

The interviewees from the Swedish companies:  

Name Company Position Office Lo-
cation 

Interview 
date 

Ikuko Sakuma Husqvarna Viking Marketing/Logistics 
Manager 

Japan 06-04-24 

Mats Mark Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors 

Export Manager Sweden 06-04-26 

Bengt Jönsson Swedish Match Managing Director Japan 06-04-27 

Pele Siljedahl Tempur Vice Director Japan 06-04-27 

Kamata Taka-
toshi 

Volvo Cars Communication 
ASP group Manager 

Japan 06-05-09 

 

The interviewee from the Japanese company:  

Name  Company Position Office Lo-
cation 

Interview date 

Mats Udd Yamaha Marketing Manager Sweden 06-05-09 
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Following the performance of the interviews, the interviewers are required to transcribe the 
recorded material. This takes a great deal of time and according to Bryman and Bell (2003) 
it might take five to six hours to transcribe one hour of a tape recorded interview. Hence it 
is important to take this into consideration when deciding on how many interviews need to 
be performed in the empirical study in order to get the best quality on the research. The au-
thors need to be realistic when deciding on this matter as well as make sure that they have 
enough time to perform all the interviews (Bryman & Bell, 2003). The authors of this thesis 
therefore believed that six telephone interviews would be a realistic number and which 
would also provide them with an adequate number of answers that were needed in order to 
complete the study and reach a valid conclusion. The high positions of all the interviewees 
were one more sign of credibility and quality of the data.  

5.2.3 Document examination 

Sometimes a research includes examinations of documents. Examples of these documents 
are diaries, letters, books, articles, manuscripts, notes, memos, photographs, videotapes, 
audiotapes, films and etc.  These documents can be used for research after the authors 
have passed away. This way historical research can be used to confirm evidence and 
strengthen the credibility of the interviews in a research (Potter, 1996). In this case the re-
searchers have used ads from Sweden and Japan (found in Appendix 4) in order to com-
pare and se if there were any differences between these ads and what these eventual differ-
ences could be. Unfortunately the Japanese equivalent to the Swedish Husqvarna Viking ad 
did not manage to arrive in time prior to the presentation of this thesis and was therefore 
left out. Further using the ad comparison in Appendix 4 has helped to strengthen the 
credibility for this research and complement the interviews in a good way in order for the 
reader to receive a clearer picture of the situation. 

5.2.4 Data analysis 

Transcribing the taped interviews is the first step in the process of analyzing the collected 
data. Transcribing refers to listening to the recorded interviews and writing down every 
word being said through the entire interview. When the transcribing part is completed it is 
time to begin with the coding part of the analyzing process. The most common way to be-
gin the coding is to write marginal notes on themes on the transcribed interviews. This will 
after a while develop into a type of code (Bryman, 2001). To explain the coding process in 
simpler terms the authors explain how it was performed in this thesis. The interview guide 
was divided in sections, each referring to a subject. For example one subject can be ques-
tions regarding only Branding, followed by Culture and Japanese female consumers and fi-
nally the Marketing Communication – Advertising leading to advertising design. When the 
transcribing part is completed it will be easy to see everything in coded sections (subjects) 
making it much easier to analyze in order to draw conclusions. 

Coffey and Atkinson (1996) in Bryman (2001) mention three different levels of coding. 
The first level is more basic and does not include a great deal of the analyzing element. The 
second level is more focused on the content of the interview and especially on the themes 
which are relevant for the interviewer. The third part of the coding process contains a more 
analytical tone with broader themes. Therefore, post analyzing the empirical study in this 
thesis, the researchers proceeded with the transcription of the interviews while using the 
three different levels of coding which Coffey and Atkinson (1996) discuss. As mentioned 
earlier, it is the authors’ belief that the interviews are easier to analyze when using a theo-
retical approach. The interviews were later divided under the three themes: Branding, Cul-
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ture and Marketing Communication – Advertising. During the analysis process the theories 
from the theoretical framework as well as the ads in Appendix 4 were taken into considera-
tion in order to form a more complete picture. Moreover beneath each of the three themes 
the analysis was divided according to the questions from the interview guide. Some ques-
tions were grouped due to the transitory nature of the answers of the interviewees. Finally, 
after every theme-analysis a tentative conclusion was drawn in order to make it easier for 
the reader to understand the final conclusion in chapter 9. 

The interview with Yamaha was separated into an own chapter to avoid confusion. In 
chapter 7 Yamaha’s empirical data is presented along side with the analysis which is in-
serted into the text in the form of supporting data from the theoretical framework. The 
purpose is to use the tentative conclusion drawn from Yamaha’s empirical data and com-
bine it with the other tentative conclusions from the other five companies in chapter 9 
“Conclusion”, where a final connection will be drawn in order to fully answer the purpose 
stated in chapter 1.  

5.2.5 Validity and relevance 

When evaluating the quality in a qualitative research validity and reliability are used (Bry-
man & Bell, 2003). There is though a question if validity and reliability can be used to 
evaluate the quality in qualitative research. Measurement is closely connected to the criteria 
of validity and reliability and therefore there is a lot of discussion among researchers if 
these criteria’s are applicable to a qualitative research. The discussion is concerned with if a 
qualitative research can be measured or if there are other criteria’s which could be better 
suited for establishing the quality of a research. The researchers who discuss this subject 
have different views on this matter. Some of the researchers split on two opposite sides in 
this matter and then there is a group of researchers who are somewhat in between these 
two sides. One side is the realism-side where the use of validity and reliability are used by 
the researcher with no direct adjustments. The other side is the anti-realism-side where 
there is a belief that no other criteria’s to evaluate quality in qualitative research is neces-
sary. Many of the qualitative researchers follow a mid-way between these two sides and 
Hammersley is one of them (Bryman & Bell, 2003). 

The researchers believe that this mid-way, between the two sides, is the best way when 
evaluating the research of this paper and have therefore used Hammersley’s criteria in this 
matter. Validity is a relevant and important criteria according to Hammersley (1998). He 
has reformulated the concept of validity and divided it into two parts, plausible and credible. 
In order for an empirical research to be valid it needs to be both plausible and credible. A 
claim can be both implausible and plausible. Implausible represents a claim which is purely 
unbelievable. A plausible claim can be a claim which does not need the support of evidence 
in order to be believable. That kind of claim is thus a part of general knowledge, meaning it 
is no longer news. Another kind of plausible claim requires the support of evidence, thus 
making it harder to believe and also making it into news Hammersley (1998). In order to 
establish this thesis as plausible news it has to be considered as news by the general audi-
ence. By general audience the researchers refer to the future readers of this thesis. 

This thesis aims to investigating if companies are willing to change their image for the mar-
ket of another country or if there are possibilities for companies to have several images. 
Several claims about the appearance of Japanese market and its advertising are made 
through the interview guide. These claims were supported by the theories in the frame of 
reference, becoming evidence. The authors connected the claims with evidence from the 
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empirical research and theoretical theories making the claims news to the general public.. 
The researchers believe that the different claims in this thesis such as (women in Japan are 
the largest consumer group; Japanese advertising is filled with clutter and differs greatly 
from the Western style; Japanese consumers have extremely high demands on service) need 
to be supported by evidence. This is how the claims become both plausible and news. 

The credibility of a qualitative research is determined by if the validity of a claim can be 
judged by the researcher with little risk of error. To be able to determine if an empirical re-
search has high credibility one has to look at how the empirical research was conducted. 
For example, if the respondent’s answers can be reliable or if the researchers own observa-
tions are included in the research (Hammersley, 1998). 

Since one of the problems in conducting the research of this thesis regarded the loud-
speaker phone, a statement can be made that this has lowered the credibility of this thesis. 
The goal was to make the empirical research as credible as possible and the researchers aim 
was to perform all the six interviews in the same systemized way in order to fulfill this goal. 
For some of the interviews there were problems with the sound and in order to be able to 
continue the interviews a change of the way of the performance of those interviews was 
necessary. This may have resulted in some errors or problems with the comparability be-
tween the interviews which in turn caused lower credibility to the research. The researchers 
coped with these problems in a systemized manner because certain problems were ex-
pected and calculated into the error margin. This means that all the problems which oc-
curred did not come as a surprise and were dealt with in a professional manner. This in 
turn keeps the credibility of this thesis on a high level. The credibility is also increased by, 
as mentioned previously, the high positions of the interviewees who possessed the neces-
sary knowledge required to answer the questions of this thesis.  

Relevance is the other criteria for establishing quality in a qualitative research. Relevance is 
dived between the importance of the topic and the contribution of the conclusion to existing knowledge. 
The importance of the topic means that the topic of the research needs to be an issue of 
public importance. The contribution of the conclusion to existing knowledge means that 
the researcher’s conclusion should provide something new to our existing knowledge in the 
subject (Hammersley, 1998). 

It is the researchers’ belief that the topic for this thesis is of public importance. Today’s ad-
vertising focuses a lot on image and companies recognize the importance of creating an 
identity in order to affect the image which consumers perceive from a brand. As more and 
more companies transform their business on a global level, cultural differences in different 
markets become a very important aspect of business. Where one image suited one market, 
a different suits another market. This is why it is interesting to investigate how this can be 
managed at a global level with two countries with very different cultures, making this thesis 
of public importance. The fact that this thesis needs its claims to be supported by evidence 
in order to be plausible means that it is new and in turn contributes to the existing knowl-
edge. The researchers also believe that the focus on Sweden and Japan makes the conclu-
sion of this thesis something that adds to the general existing knowledge within the subject. 
Japan is a very advanced country with a growing market for foreign products. Due to its 
very particular and firm culture which has stayed consistent over time it is a very interesting 
country to investigate when it comes to identity and image of a company. In conclusion the 
researchers believe that this thesis is highly relevant.  
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6 Empirical research 

In this chapter our aim is to present the companies which are relevant to our research. Their opinions will be 
represented through phone interviews with the aid of a series of questions in our interview guide. The themes 
we will be addressing are extracted from our theoretical framework. 

6.1 Husqvarna Viking 

The first interview we performed was with Ikuko Sakuma at Husqvarna Viking, who holds 
the position of Marketing Manager and Logistics Manager for Husqvarna Viking in Japan. 
Husqvarna Viking produces sewing machines and is based in Huskvarna, Sweden. 

6.1.1 Branding 

The brand is very important in Japan due to that Japanese people notice the brand even 
though they are not faithful to only one. Japanese people who are very sensitive to trends 
and fads switch very quickly and trends disappear much faster in Japan as opposed to the 
West. It is very important though that the brand itself is based on trust. Husqvarna Viking 
has to work very hard to establish this trust due to that it is a foreign brand and brand rec-
ognition which is very important is low in Japan.  

The identity of the company in Japan and in Sweden does not differ much. This is because 
the brand is promoted as Swedish or Scandinavian. The main objective is to promote it as a 
symbol for high quality Swedish products which is why it is important to maintain the same 
identity though with slight differences. These differences are due to that in Sweden 
Husqvarna Viking is known by many and is not treated as a luxury good while in Japan it is 
promoted to designers and people in high places in the fashion industry. The most impor-
tant aspect of this ambition besides high quality is a high quality service both pre- and post-
purchase.  

Being that Husqvarna wishes to maintain the Swedish identity, they have not made any 
changes to the brand name in Japan, hence they are using a monolithic brand name strategy 
without any serious changes. One change that can be mentioned is the spelling of the 
brand name. Due to the problems in pronunciation of foreign words for Japanese people 
Husqvarna Viking has become (Husukuwaruna Wikingu) in general text. Miss. Sakuma ex-
plains that keeping the same brand strategy as in Sweden will help increase the brand rec-
ognition and establish a trust in the brand amongst the Japanese consumers.  

Some problems might still occur when introducing a foreign brand to the Japanese market 
according to Miss. Sakuma. One of these problems is the previously mentioned trust. Japa-
nese people are in some ways nationalistic and do not trust foreign brands from the very 
beginning. Hard effort must be placed into building the trust and one of the main aspects 
of it is the translation of everything from Swedish to Japanese. Japanese consumers are 
very strict in the way that every aspect of the product has to be well explained and in per-
fect Japanese. They require an emergency telephone which they can call if they should feel 
dissatisfied with their product at any point in time. Although many do not use the emer-
gency phone number when provided with one, it is still very much necessary to have one 
none the less. Miss. Sakuma regretfully explains that they have yet to develop a higher level 
to their service as they are understaffed but they do feel the need for an emergency tele-
phone. Moreover the product has to be flawless in any way and so does the packaging. If 
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the product should have the slightest microscopic scratch the customer will complain, 
meaning that everything has to be perfect in order not to lower the value of the brand.  

6.1.2 Culture 

The obstacle of culture is the previously mentioned translation of the brand and the trans-
lation of the manuals and other printed texts. Also as mentioned the strictness of the Japa-
nese requires the company to provide a large amount of information about the product.  

Generally it is hard to break through Japanese culture due to that the average Japanese con-
sumer has high expectations on the company especially if it is of foreign origin. This is why 
the biggest obstacle is to build trust and brand name recognition according to Miss. Sa-
kuma. This is not a problem in Sweden due to that Swedish people have an easier access to 
the company which is situated in the same country. This means that they are more confi-
dent that if something should go wrong it is easier to believe that they will receive the 
proper help in a quick manner. The Japanese people do not have the luxury of this belief 
due to the restrictions of their closed culture which makes it difficult to fully trust anything 
that is not Japanese.  

In Japan just like in Sweden the main target group of Husqvarna Viking are women. Miss. 
Sakuma though does confirm that the women in Japan do represent the largest consumer 
group. Women represent 98% of consumers in Japan. The demographics of the Husqvarna 
Viking customers are women in their 40s and 50s and they are represented to about 95%. 
The other 5 % are male designers who are interested in the sewing machines in connection 
to their job.  

It appears that the particular demographics of Husqvarna Viking do not fit into the “cute-
ness culture” according to Miss. Sakuma. She states that the clients are over that particular 
age to be attracted to childish designs. Miss. Sakuma also feels that this style is perhaps 
dropping slowly but she does admit that it is still very much present. 

Regarding the strong actions in marketing which are performed in order to adapt to the 
Japanese culture are the aspects of translation and high service requirements.  

6.1.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

To reach certain audiences it is important to choose the right media. For Husqvarna Viking 
it implies besides TV-commercials and billboards, also arranging exhibitions, workshops 
and through direct mail.  

The design of the advertisement is very important in Japan. It has to satisfy the consumers 
by providing them with enough information. Miss. Sakuma talks about the differences with 
the cluttered Japanese commercials and the simple Western ones. She talks a great deal how 
the Japanese people like to read the paper printed advertisements but she could not give us 
a reason why. She does though believe a more simple advertisement with less text and in-
formation would not catch the eye of the Japanese consumer. For Husqvarna Viking she 
prefers to have a Swedish style to the commercials to bring out the Swedish brand. And 
she also believes that the consumers might get used to the particular style with time. This is 
not the fact right now and due to that the brand Husqvarna Viking is not very strong yet 
they do not dare take large risks.  
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Husqvarna Viking in order to satisfy the information thirst in their Japanese customers, 
make their own brochures, catalogues and other kind of advertisements. This means that 
the particular advertising is adapted locally and is not developed on a global level.  

Finally Miss. Sakuma when posed with a hypothetical question admits that even if 
Husqvarna Viking wished for a more serious image, if the market requires them to be more 
immature, childish and feminine in their advertising they would do so. In the end the cus-
tomer is the most important member of the organisation. 

6.2 Kosta Boda/Orrefors 

The second interview we performed was with Mats Mark at Orrefors, Kosta Boda AB, 
who holds the position of Export Manager in Sweden and is responsible for the Japanese 
market. Orrefors, Kosta Boda is one company holding two brands which both represent 
products of high quality Swedish glasswork. The Orrefors brand focuses on high quality, 
high class, classic products made of crystal, while Kosta Boda focuses on glass objects 
made into art that reflect a personality.  

6.2.1 Branding 

There are differences in brand value between Japan and Sweden but these are not so sig-
nificant. Then main difference in brand is that both Kosta Boda and Orrefors are looked 
upon as very high quality, high class product only for the consumers of certain income in 
Japan. In Sweden these products can be found in an average family home, though in Japan 
they present prestige. This prestige comes mainly from not being as known as in Sweden 
and also the prices are much higher in Japan for the same products. Kosta Boda which is 
more art and objects that reflect the buyer’s personality is bought by everyone who desires 
to decorate their home with glass art. The average Japanese consumer would not be able to 
afford Kosta Boda products in the same way. This of course also applies to Orrefors. Orre-
fors in Japan represents exclusive crystal in classic shapes, while like Kosta Boda, in Swe-
den you can find it almost in any home.  

Right now for both these brands it is important to uphold the exclusiveness when breaking 
through the Japanese market. Another aspect of it is to establish the brand name recogni-
tion. Mr. Mark points out how important it is to maintain the Swedish brand and hence 
they apply a monolithic brand name strategy. Sweden, which is a famous country for glass 
objects, is a great origin country for Orrefors and Kosta Boda products. This is why the 
product names which are mostly in English will not be changed into Japanese versions of 
these.  

Mr. Mark points out that at the moment the company does not have enough resources as 
they would like to have. This is one aspect that poses a difficulty when establishing a Swed-
ish brand on the Japanese market.  

6.2.2 Culture 

There are a few more difficulties posed by culture when introducing the Swedish brand in 
Japan. One of these is the Japanese consumers’ quest for perfection. Due to that Kosta 
Boda and Orrefors have the identity of exclusive brands, everything surrounding their 
products must also display the same exclusiveness. The package for the Japanese consum-
ers is changed to fit more that particular market. Great deal is placed upon gift-wrapping 
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due to that the Japanese consumers feel that when exchanging gifts the original gift wrap is 
greatly noted and if professionally done, very appreciated. The glass itself must be without 
reflections and changes in colouring where such aspects are not expected and no bubbles 
must be seen in the glass as a result of poor glass-blowing. 

One other problem is that much of the packaging in Sweden can include four different 
products. One example is packages of four glasses or four candle holders. In Japan the 
number four represents a great taboo, hence most buildings do not have a fourth floor. 
This is one of the aspects that had to be changed.  

When talking about the “cuteness culture”, Kosta Boda and Orrefors do not associate 
themselves with this term. This is mainly due to that they wish to keep the image of clean, 
prestige and exclusive products. This applies as well to the package design and the advertis-
ing design.  

The target group of Kosta Bode and Orrefors in Japan is a wealthier clientele while in Swe-
den it is the entire population. In both countries the focus lies on female consumers and 
hence no differences between the two markets are made.  

Due to that Kosta Boda and Orrefors have global marketing campaigns no strong actions 
are performed in order to adapt the marketing to the Japanese culture. 

6.2.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

For both Kosta Boda and Orrefors, global advertising campaigns are developed, thus no 
larger changes are made for Japan. The only differences that can be seen are naturally the 
translation of everything to Japanese and a bit more information then to the Swedish con-
sumers.  

Mr. Mark points out that the whole reason the company is considered exclusive is the 
Swedish or the Scandinavian appeal of it. This is why they do not change much of the ad-
vertising in an attempt to keep that very same appeal. The Japanese graphic design to ad-
vertising simply does not fit the company and the product brand identity. The image they 
are trying to create is very European and this needs to be reflected in every aspect of the 
company even in Japan.  

Finally Mr. Mark when posed with a hypothetical question whether the company was will-
ing to change their image in order to survive and succeed on the Japanese market and adapt 
to a more Japanese style of marketing, he replied with a strong “no”. He explained that 
Kosta Boda’s and Orrefors’s identity is very important and they are not willing to give that 
up, they would rather abandon the market.  

6.3 Swedish Match 

Our third interview was performed with Bengt Jönsson at Swedish Match, who holds the 
position of Managing Director in Japan. Swedish Match is a unique company offering top 
brands in the market within snuff, chewing tobacco, cigars, pipe-tobacco, other tobacco 
products and matches and lighters. Swedish Match is a global company working in over 
130 countries.  
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6.3.1 Branding 

Mr. Jönsson believes that there are differences when it comes to the value of the brand 
when comparing Japan and Sweden. He further states that a brand consists of many com-
ponents and that these components can differ between Sweden and Japan. One example is 
the written language. Words can be grasped differently in Japan compared to Sweden. A 
Swedish brand name can give one understanding in Sweden and another understanding in 
Japan. Mr. Jönsson also gave an example Swedish Match brand, Firebreak, established in 
Japan. Firebreak might be a good word in Sweden though difficult to pronounce for Japa-
nese people due to the difficulties they have with the letter “r” and this has caused some 
problems when launching the brand. 

When it comes to the identity of Swedish Match products, Mr. Jönsson explain that differ-
ences exist due to the different positioning the company has in Japan compared to Sweden. 
As the target group differs in Japan Swedish Match adapts the communication in order to 
fit the Japanese market which is also the reason for a different positioning. Moreover they 
use a global brand profile for other countries though in Japan they have had to adapt to the 
local environment. Between all the countries where Swedish Match has been established, 
Japan is the country which differs the most. Mr. Jönsson states that in Japan special condi-
tions exist. 

Mr. Jönssons further states that word of mouth is the most important aspect in the com-
munication of their brands. This is due to the laws and regulations which concern tobacco 
products. In the beginning of 2005 a new law was established in Japan and this law is very 
similar to the laws in Sweden when it comes to marketing of tobacco products. The result 
is that the conditions of marketing between the two countries are very similar. The only 
form of marketing that they are allowed to perform is in the stores, where they can post 
posters and place brochures etc. When it comes to image, Mr. Jönsson takes the example 
of Firebreak, which is a tobacco chewing gum. The purpose of the chewing gum is not to 
make people stop smoking but simply give them an alternative when they are not able to 
smoke or simply do not feel like smoking. Japan also differs from Sweden when it comes 
to consumers, where Japanese consumers have extremely high quality demands on a prod-
uct. The word of mouth is not spread in similar conditions in Sweden and in Japan for 
Swedish Match. Swedish Match invites their consumers to speak their honest opinion 
about a product. This is later used in advertising such as brochures. This is the best way to 
raise credibility in Japan and a very unusual method to use in today’s Sweden 

The brand name strategy Swedish Match uses is an endorsement brand name strategy. The 
company name is not of large importance according to Mr. Jönsson, the effort is placed in 
the product brands and they invest most of their money in maintaining these. This strategy 
does not differ from Sweden though in Sweden the people are more familiar with the 
company name, Swedish Match. 

One of the problems that a Swedish company might have when entering the Japanese mar-
ket is the cost. Today Japan is one of the world’s largest markets and many wish to invest 
due to the noise which is building there. Investing in brands in Japan is very expensive 
which means that sufficient funds are a necessity. Passing the cost barrier a marketer will 
encounter other barriers and it is important that every step, from getting the product to the 
store to making the consumer attracted by the product, is absolutely perfect. 
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6.3.2 Culture 

Many obstacles exist in the Japanese culture for marketers who wish to introduce a product 
in Japan. Mr. Jönsson mentions the aspect of time. He believes that most things require 
much more time in Japan compared to in other countries, for example Sweden and that it 
is connected to the Japanese culture. Moreover, Japan has extremely high quality standards. 
This is also an effect of the culture.  Furthermore this implies that companies are not al-
lowed to make any mistakes. If one complaint would occur Swedish Match needs to per-
form several activities to satisfy the customer. One of these is to send a letter with an apol-
ogy as well as to offer the customer new products and in the end they are required to show 
how they will make sure this mistake will not happen again. Mr. Jönsson also mentions that 
creating a trend among the young people in Japan will make a product very popular and 
generate large success for that company. This is phenomena is rare in Europe where the 
sales have the same flow and after a while they reach their peak. This phenomenon de-
pends on the collectivist nature of the Japanese who follow a trend in groups and the indi-
vidualistic nature of the Europeans who slowly adapt to a product at their own pace.  

The target group of Swedish Match differs between Japan and Sweden. This depends on 
the demographic factor, meaning that there is a large number of senior citizens in Japan. 
Therefore in Japan the target group is around 40 years old and over and in Sweden it is 
more around 30 years old. Further Mr. Jönsson believes that Japanese women make up the 
largest consumer group in Japan. In Japan the women have all the control over money-
spending in the household, while the husband only receives an allowance. Earlier many 
businesses directed their advertising only towards men though this is in process of change 
and these days most of advertising is directed towards the women in Japan. Swedish Match 
applies though a different strategy. Most of their products are directed towards men and 
therefore so is their advertising. In Japan it is regarded that 50% of men are smokers and 
only 15% of women. This is why the main target group in Japan for Swedish Match con-
sists of Japanese men.  

Mr. Jönsson also mentions being very familiar with the term “cuteness culture” though 
Swedish Match has only been slightly influenced by it due to the nature of their products. 
One adaptation to this particular culture they have done is on the brand of lighters 
“Cricket”. These lighters have been made smaller, cuter and with cute prints printed on 
them.  

Mr. Jönsson states that they have adapted to some extension to the Japanese culture. The 
brand Firebreak had an image change in Japan making it represent a higher quality. In order 
to achieve this they performed a technique called “bossing” on their packaging. This tech-
nique allows the letters on the package to stand out so the consumers can feel them. In Ja-
pan, products with “bossed” brand names on packages stand for exclusivity. The second 
thing was a change in communication for Firebreak. Due to that in Japan ads may not be 
ironic or sarcastic, advertising had to be changed towards a more rational view where the 
product benefits are clearly explained.  

6.3.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising  

When it comes to developing advertising campaigns in Japan a marketer must place an ex-
tremely large effort into making sure that the message will go through. The message has to 
be overworked and clear due to the cost of doing an advertising campaign in Japan. Mr. 
Jönsson mentions that most companies only have one shot to do an advertising campaign 
for a particular product due to that they must get it right from the beginning. If the first at-
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tempt fails, the market will not allow any success with new campaigns for the same prod-
uct. In Sweden companies are freer to try and fail and then try again. Making a mistake on 
the first run for a Swedish company is not a big deal in Sweden.   

Swedish Match develops local campaigns for Japan and otherwise uses global campaigns 
for the other countries it exports to. At Swedish Match they believe local campaigns in Ja-
pan are a necessity. Due to the similar tobacco legislation for advertising in both Sweden in 
Japan the advertising is similar as well. Mr. Jönsson points out that this is not the case with 
other product with more freedom in legislation. The “cuteness culture” is a big deal in 
Japanese advertising and also generally the advertising in Japan contains a great deal of text 
due to the extensive need for information. For the Japanese market Swedish Match puts 
much more information in form of text in the brochures for their products then in other 
markets. Swedish Match does not apply any Japanese graphic design to their ads since there 
is no need for it for their particular company. Japanese consumers have the potential of 
adapting to Swedish graphic design though this will take time. The design of Japanese ad-
vertising is very slowly progressing towards a more global adaptation. The Japanese youth 
are more inclined to adapt to these kinds of global campaigns yet the Japanese graphic de-
sign is still very strong.  

When posed with a hypothetical question, Mr. Jönsson states that even if Swedish Match 
wished for a more serious image, if they knew a more childish image might suit the market 
better they would adapt to it. Simply stated Swedish Match is willing to abandon their im-
age in order to achieve success on the market they are currently on. This fact can be diffi-
cult for people in some positions within the company to realize though it is necessary for 
the survival of the company. If Japan differs greatly Swedish Match are obliged to adapt to 
these differences.  

6.4 Tempur 

Our forth interview we performed was with Pele Siljedahl at Tempur, who holds the posi-
tion of Vice Director of Tempur in Japan. Tempur is a company which uses the NASA de-
veloped tempur material in their products. Tempur mostly focuses on beds and mattresses 
though also chairs and other types of product where the body is in contact with hard sur-
faces. The tempur material forms after the body using the body heat of the person and is 
considered the best material for medical purposes such as backache. It is also used to sim-
ply keep the body healthy.  

6.4.1 Branding 

Mr. Siljedahl states that a large difference exists between Sweden and Japan when it comes 
to the value of the brand. In Japan, Tempur apprehends a more exclusive product and 
people are more inclined to purchasing it in order to create an image. Tempur simply 
stands for exclusiveness. There are many pop-stars, actors/actresses, TV-personalities and 
sports-idols who use Tempur and they frequently mention this fact in different media. This 
is not an arranged way for Tempur to promote their product, but rather it is something dif-
ferent celebrities choose to mention due to the positive emotion they have towards the 
product. In Sweden Tempur is viewed as a mattress for older people with back-pain. In the 
beginning Tempur was only sold in Swedish hospitals, at massage specialists and therapists. 
These days it can be bought in department stores in Sweden. In Japan, Tempur products 
can be bought from the most exclusive department stores and this distribution channel has 
been the same from the establishment in Japan in order to maintain the brand value. 
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Within the brand value, Tempur has attempted to promote the Swedish word “lagom” 
which roughly translated means “just right (not to much, not to little)”. In their product 
line especially designed for Japan they have developed product which can compliment the 
products already existing in a Japanese home. One example of this would be a top mattress 
for the futon which many households already have. The idea is that the products should be 
combinable, and consumers should be able to use them for a long time. Buying a new 
product due to a change of situation goes against the principal of “lagom” which is why 
most Tempur products can be combined with others. 

Mr. Siljedahl believes that there are differences in the identity between Japan and Sweden. 
He says that in Japan they are willing to purchase an expensive pillow though they want the 
mattress for free. In Sweden it is the other way around, a consumer purchases an expensive 
mattress but wants the pillow for free. There are many products in Japan that could not be 
sold in Sweden. Tempur has changed the product names to suite the Japanese market, 
though the brand name Tempur follows every product name. The names are in English but 
do not make sense outside the Japanese culture. For instance a product named the “floor 
bed” which is a part of their “low-life” product line. This line is designed for the Japanese 
people who wish to be closer to the floor. A floor bed is simply a bed without legs though 
in Sweden this name creates confusion since all beds are on the floor. 1/3 of the Tempur 
products on the Japanese market can not be found in Sweden and many more are devel-
oped every day such as Tempur keyboard support and Tempur inlays in shoes.  

Mr. Siljedahl believes that at the moment it is rather easy to establish a Swedish company in 
Japan due to the Japanese interest in Swedish products and quality. This might not apply to 
Tokyo due to the large competition for attention within media, which exists there. In me-
dia, Tempur wishes to be recognized as a Swedish company and therefore they often put 
the Swedish flag on brochures and other advertising material and sometimes they also put 
in Swedish sentences such as “ tack mamma” (Thank you Mom’). 

6.4.2 Culture 

Mr. Siljedahl mentions the extremely high demands on quality in Japan compared to Swe-
den. Some of these demands would be looked upon as unrealistic by Swedish people 
though suite perfectly the Japanese consumer profile. In Sweden, if Tempur would get a 
consumer complaint about a missing part to the bed they just had purchased, Tempur 
would simply apologise over the phone and send the missing part via mail. In Japan, a per-
son who sold the product, as well as a staff member from Tempur followed by an expert 
will visit the home of the consumer with a gift of sheets and sweets, deliver the missing 
part and make sure the bed is functioning perfectly. Mr. Siljedahl admits to this being a bit 
extreme but also deems it necessary when doing business in Japan. 

The target group for Tempur in Sweden consists out of around fifty year old women and in 
Japan, women around thirty years old. Even in Sweden a Tempur bed is an investment 
therefore mostly older women are able to afford such a bed. In Japan younger women are 
curious and are in a better economic situation and therefore purchase the bed at a younger 
age. Tempur also recognises women in Japan as the largest consumer group and it is also 
their main target group, though compared to other countries, relatively many men are pur-
chasing Tempur in Japan. As mentioned above, many celebrities use Tempur and many of 
these are men. The success of Tempur can be placed mainly on positive word of mouth.  

There are three types of marketing schools in Japan, according to Mr. Siljedahl. The first 
one is the cuteness style and the second one is a very clean and simple design often with a 
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white background and associated with Northern Europe. The third school is surprising 
people by something completely different. Tempur uses a style that lies between the 
clean/simple and the completely different. Mr. Siljedahl mentions a time when a Tempur 
newspaper-ad was turned upside-down. Tempur tests different ads by putting a new one in 
newspapers every fourteenth day. This way they notice what works and what does not. 
Tempur attempts to do its own thing, instead of following what others are doing and in 
this way it hopes to stick out and get more attention. This is not very Japanese but Mr. Sil-
jedahl believes it is a good way. 

The strong actions Tempur performs in order to adapt to the Japanese market are: devel-
oping everything locally to fit the Japanese market, meaning: products, marketing messages 
and advertising. The second aspect is the speed needed to produce new ads all the time. 

6.4.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

For Tempur, the most important aspect in their advertising is the developing of a clear and 
rational message. Mr. Siljedahl believes that Tempur’s campaigns should include a sales 
message as well as something more philosophic with a base in the Swedish-ness such as the 
“lagom” campaigns that they have had.  

At Tempur in Japan marketers use different media compared to Sweden. In Sweden they 
primarily use TV-commercials. In Japan TV-commercials are very expensive and only 15 
seconds long, meaning that it is difficult to get attention in so much clutter. Noticing that 
celebrities use Tempur products by free will, Tempur has turned to the strategy of recruit-
ing more celebrities for promotion purposes of their products. Mr. Siljedahl mentions plac-
ing Tempur products in the waiting rooms at the three largest FM radio stations in Japan. 
The stars who participate in these radio shows will sit in the waiting rooms prior to the 
start of the shows and in some shows they would even receive a Tempur product. Mr. Sil-
jedahl states that the stars participate in these shows solely in order to receive the Tempur 
products. This is a way of buying radio media in an indirect way which is not used in Swe-
den. This method would probably not work in Sweden. In Japan people view celebrities in 
another light and they idolize them much more which is why it works there. 

Mr. Siljedahl states that they do not use any Japanese graphic design in their advertising. 
They also try to avoid much text in ads due to that Japanese people do not have time to 
read it while passing buy. This is the opposite from brochures and catalogues were the 
pages are filled with very detailed with information. Japan is known to be the top country 
with it comes to need of detailed information.  

When posed with a hypothetical question Mr. Siljedahl replies that the cuteness culture 
does not affect the marketing of Tempur though they do notice its effects. Mr. Siljedahl 
states that Tempur would probably have had a better start if they did adapt to this particu-
lar culture right at the entry. This, he believes though, would only give short-term results 
and therefore he is pleased with the road Tempur has taken in Japan. While trends come 
and go, strong brands never die and therefore it is important to maintain a high recognition 
and trust with their consumers. Companies should adapt to the Japanese culture to succeed 
though not completely so they lose what it was that made them special and separated them 
from the crowd in the first place.  
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6.5 Volvo Cars 

Our fifth interview was with Kamata Takatoshi at Volvo-cars, who holds the position of 
Communication ASP Group Manager in Japan. Volvo Cars is a part of the Volvo brand 
where they product vehicles for personal use. A Volvo car is known to stand for safety and 
family security. 

6.5.1 Branding 

In Japan the Volvo brand for personal cars stands for something different than in Sweden. 
While in Sweden Volvo might be the smart choice, in Japan it stands for prestige and is re-
garded as a premium brand. This implies also that the cost of a same car in Japan is much 
higher. Due to that Volvo is still not a well established brand in Japan the main work for 
the marketers is to create brand recognition. The focus lies also in the promotion of safety 
and environmental issues.  

The main image that Volvo Cars in Japan are attempting to reach is to be viewed as a fam-
ily car which stands for a certain lifestyle and symbolises exclusiveness. In Japan they do 
not wish Volvo to be seen as an expensive car but they wish to see it as: I have the money 
and invest it well for the sake of my family. This is opposite of some high class car brands 
which stand more for: I have money and wish to show it off. The Volvo car a Japanese 
person purchases should also fit the personality.  

The brand name strategy of Volvo Cars in Japan is not much different from the global 
strategy applied to the rest of the world. In Japan due to the difficulty of the Japanese writ-
ing system it is easier to keep the Swedish name which also gives it something extra. In Ja-
pan, when promoting the Volvo brand they try to make consumers aware of the fact that it 
comes from Sweden. This is another problem though since even though all Japanese peo-
ple know of Sweden, they do not know where to find it on the map or what it stands for. 
By what it stands for, Mr. Kamata explains, they do not know if it is a country associated 
with good quality.  

One of the problems Swedish products might encounter on the Japanese market is the fact 
to make the Japanese people believe that it is a premium product. In order to do this many 
factors are changed to fit the market. Some of these are simply changes to the product. 
Since the cars are the same across the world what changes is the equipment such as CD-
players, DVD-players etc. The advertising is also performed in such a way in order to fit 
the exclusive image they are trying to reach in Japan.  

6.5.2 Culture 

In order to break into the culture the people must first understand the product. As men-
tioned earlier this poses a difficulty as Japanese people know of Sweden but do not know 
anything about it. In other ways Mr. Kamata feels that the Japanese culture is not much 
more difficult to break through than any other culture. He does though point out that 
many adaptations are necessary.  

The first adaptation is of course the service. Japanese consumers have extremely high de-
mands on service quality. This of course includes after-purchase care as well. Mr. Kamata 
states that this might be the one thing that differs greatly from the demands consumers 
place on the company in Sweden.  
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The main target group for Volvo Cars in Japan is believed to be men and women between 
30 and 50 years of age with an income of at least $80,000 / year, this is in turn close to 
600,000 SEK / Year. Mr. Kamata believes that in Sweden this might be different as the in-
come does not have to be so high in order for Swedish people to be able to afford a Volvo 
car.  

While discussing the specifics of Japanese culture such as the “cuteness culture”, Mr. Ka-
mata states that in the last two years this particular culture has had a boom. He mentions 
that this particular boom has made the market more colourful. For Volvo Cars in Japan, 
using the cuteness in their marketing efforts is an option which they might consider if ever 
needed. Today though, since the brand stands for prestige and luxury, more simple designs 
on advertising are more suitable.  

6.5.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

The largest purpose of advertising for Volvo Cars in Japan is to make the people believe it 
is the best brand of cars available. This is why they do extensive advertising campaigns. 
These campaigns can be both global and locally adapted. Global campaigns are only used 
occasionally to promote the “international nature” of the cars and otherwise more locally 
adapted ads are deemed to have better results.  

The media between Sweden and Japan used for advertising Volvo Cars does not differ. In 
both countries there is an extensive use of TV, radio, magazines, newspapers etc.  

The graphic design on the advertising is mostly simple with only soft colours in order to 
keep the image they are trying to create. Mr. Kamata believes that Western graphic design 
can attract Japanese consumers though it must be done right. An ad should be simple while 
at the same time not being boring. The simple ad should be designed in such a way to in-
clude beauty in order for the consumer to feel a kind of status by purchasing that particular 
product.  

Another aspect of Japanese advertising is the extensive use of text in ads. Mr. Kamata has 
noticed this fact and states that it is not always true but does depend on the objective a 
company has with their advertising. If they wish to increase brand recognition and only fo-
cusing on advertising the brand then no use of text is needed. If the focus lies on selling 
then there is more information in the ads in order to attract customers. Volvo Cars in Ja-
pan applies both of these methods. 

Finally when posed with a hypothetical question Mr. Kamata stated that Volvo Cars is will-
ing to change the image in order to fit the market even if it is from a more serious image to 
a more colourful, childish one. It is the marketers themselves that make this judgement for 
the best interest of the company.  
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7 Yamaha – Empirical data and analysis 

This particular interview was performed with a Japanese company established in Sweden. The interview 
symbolizes a counter weight to the other five and provides us with some insight which helped us draw a more 
reliable conclusion in chapter 9. 

Our sixth interview was with Mats Udd at Yamaha Scandinavia AB, music instruments de-
partment, who holds the position of Marketing Manager in Sweden. Yamaha is a brand 
which branches over several product classes such as hi-fi equipment, motorcycles, music 
instruments and home video/audio products. 

7.1 Branding 

Do you experience any difference to the value of your brand between Sweden and Japan and how do you 
look upon brand equity in Sweden as opposed to Japan? If there are any differences in identity to your com-
pany and products between Sweden and Japan, what are these? What kind of World of Mouth are you 
hoping your brand and products will generate amongst your consumers? Do you feel that you are upholding 
the creation of the same kind of Word of Mouth as in Japan? 

Yamaha as a brand is very strong though one of the problems is that is often associated 
primarily with motorcycles in Sweden according to Mr. Udd. Riezebos (2003) mentions 
that one component of brand image is content. Content stands for the associations the 
brand name gives. In this case the problems are that Yamaha is associated usually with mo-
torcycles and not with music instruments. Due to that the brand is very strong there are no 
problems with the recognition of the brand and it is not difficult to advertise it. Recogni-
tion is very important for Japanese companies due to that it symbolizes large market share 
which in turn in a measurement of success (Johansson & Hirano, 1998). Mr. Udd believes 
that there are no differences between the brand value in Sweden and Japan regarding Ya-
maha. He does mention though that he is not very familiar with Japan and hence can not 
be sure on the matter. The identity of the brand Yamaha is consistent around the world 
and can be called a global identity. Aaker (1996) points out how at times double identities 
are better between different markets. This fits some companies and some not. Gillespie et 
al. (2004) and Kotler et al. (2002) on the other hand mention the advantages of locally de-
veloped marketing campaigns. Creating an identity is one aspect of marketing connected to 
branding. The desired image for Yamaha in Sweden is for the brand to stand for quality 
and innovation. In Japan associations with quality are known aspects as well as the Japa-
nese application of “kaizen”, continuous improvement (Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Jo-
hansson & Hirano, 1998). This in turn can relate to Japanese obsession for novelty also 
known as “otakuism” (Normandy, 2005).This is consistent even in the low-cost products 
they produce at Yamaha. The quality is kept at such a high level by making sure that Ya-
maha produces all their products themselves as they own all the plants for production. This 
means that even a move of a plant to a low-cost country would still imply a high-quality 
product. This is one way to keep up the global identity of quality.  

Would you be able to explain what kind of brand name strategy you are using and why did you choose it? 
Is Japan’s brand name strategy different from Sweden’s? If yes, then in what way? 

The brand name strategy has changed for Yamaha over the years. Today all Yamaha prod-
ucts are called Yamaha though certain products have their own product names which are 
posted underneath the Yamaha brand name. This would imply a monolithic brand name 
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strategy according to Riezebos (2003). An example to this is a keyboard called Tyros. Ya-
maha is considering other brand names mainly for the low-cost products though no deci-
sions are made. The reason for the new brand name discussions is the possibility for Ya-
maha to lower the cost of the production and at the same time lower the quality. For a 
product to be called Yamaha the quality has to be very high. A low-cost positioning strat-
egy represents an attempt by a company to compete on the market with the lowest price 
possible (Riezebos, 2003). This would separate them from premium where quality is the 
main symbol. Companies who chose a low-cost strategy for a product usually give the 
product an own brand. This is done in order for the low-cost image of the brand not to af-
fect the corporate brand (Riezebos, 2003). Japanese companies on the other hand have a 
very difficult time of separating their products from the corporate brand by giving them 
own brand names. This is due to their loyalty towards the company (Johansson & Hirano, 
1998; Aaker, 1996).  

Do you feel that it is difficult to establish a Japanese brand in Sweden and what are the problems which 
might occur during the process? 

The problems they have in Scandinavia in general with the brand Yamaha is that it is per-
ceived differently across different product groups. For some Yamaha products the brand is 
perceived as high quality though in some other product groups it falls behind.  This might 
be one problem of having the same brand name for all product groups. Problems with as-
sociations are another cause. One of these product groups are electric guitars and Yamaha 
is not known as a very strong name in this field. Thus a great deal of advertising is placed 
into the promotion of Yamaha guitars and other groups where the Yamaha brand name is 
lacking. One of the efforts is the sponsorship of musicians who are on the way to becom-
ing big stars but are not there yet. This attracts a very special target group. In Japan, celebri-
ties have a large influence on the general public and are often used by Japanese companies 
(Mooney, 2000; Kilburn, 1991).This type of sponsorship is referred to as PR where the 
company uses celebrities to spread out positive word of mouth. Unlike publicity, PR can be 
controlled by the company (Belch & Belch, 2001; Varey, 2002). 

7.2 Culture 

What obstacles exist within the Swedish culture when marketers introduce foreign products into it? 

Introducing new products to the Swedish market regarding the culture is not a problem for 
Yamaha due to the strong brand name. These products must though fit the market. Not all 
Yamaha products produced in Japan fit the Swedish market, hence it is up to the Scandina-
vian office to determine which products to bring in. It is important to adapt to the local 
market and when there is no product uniformity, the management of marketing and adver-
tising should be decentralized. This means that if the products vary across markets so 
should the marketing (Kotler et al., 2002). In every country where Yamaha is established 
the product mix is adapted to the local market with the culture taken into consideration. In 
Sweden there is a large interest for Yamaha products.   

Is the culture in any way easier or harder to break through as opposed to Japan? Which demands does the 
Swedish consumer have as opposed to the Japanese one, considering that in Japan the consumer is “God”? 

Mr. Udd is not aware of the differences of the difficulties that might exist when breaking 
either through the Swedish or the Japanese culture with foreign products. The Yamaha 
products usually are tested on the Japanese market before being shipped out to the rest of 
the world. In most cases some changes are made to the products before the shipping. In 
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the Swedish culture the Swedish customer is mostly concerned about the price whereas in 
Japan it is the service what matters. Johansson & Nonaka (1996) are one of those which 
support the fact of the obsessive nature Japanese consumers have towards the perfection 
of service. Mr. Udd believes that the Japanese unrealistic requirements will change in the 
future due to Western influence. Yamaha, while focusing on quality does have service sup-
port centres in every country they have established themselves in. 

Who belongs to your target group in Sweden and in Japan? If it does not differ, then why? If it differs, then 
why and how? We have learned that women represent the largest consumer group in Japan, how does the 
situation in Sweden look like? 

For Yamaha in Sweden the target group differs between different products and product 
groups. The main Yamaha customer is not a musician but an ordinary person. Yamaha 
places a great deal of effort on attracting the consumers who would not normally walk into 
a music store. This way they hope to enlarge their market share, which as mentioned is the 
Japanese measurement for success. In order to attract the unlikely consumers is by holding 
demonstrations of the products in shopping malls and such. In different cultures it is im-
portant to take into consideration the demographics of that particular market (Gillespie et 
al., 2004). In Japan Yamaha has even started music schools and this method is recently be-
ing applied by Yamaha in Sweden as well. Their biggest target group consists of men, Mr. 
Udd does however mention that in Japan it might be different due to that women comprise 
the largest consumer group. 

7.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

What is the most important aspect to take into consideration when developing advertising campaigns in 
Sweden? Particularly for your product is it more suitable to use globally developed advertising campaigns or 
do you adapt it locally to suit the market at hand? 

When comprising advertising campaigns for Sweden, Yamaha takes into consideration 
which product they aim to advertise. When products differ so should the advertising as 
stated above. The target groups are different for different product which means many as-
pects have to be taken into consideration. The advertising budget is also what determines 
the campaign. For the previously mentioned electric guitars Yamaha’s target group consists 
of young men with Rock idols and the image in their advertising becomes Rock n’ Roll. As 
mentioned earlier, Japanese consumers place faith in celebrities and products endorsed by 
those. According to Proquest (1997) Japan is a collective society. This would mean that if a 
trend is started many would follow. Mr. Udd mentions that in advertising everything has to 
be balanced and too much Rock n’ Roll can damage the image. The image has to be well 
defined through the associations given by the identity in order to reflect it without enhanc-
ing or degrading some aspects (Riezebos, 2003, Aaker, 1996). Otherwise Yamaha develops 
special campaigns for each country, though in Sweden, some campaigns from US and 
Great Britain can also be broadcasted. This can again be connected to the advantages in 
developing local campaigns. In Sweden, Yamaha has so far not used an advertising cam-
paign made for the Japanese market. Yamaha in Scandinavia works with Sweden, Norway 
and Denmark. The concept of the image and how it is displayed in advertising does not 
differ much between the countries. With the electric guitars the only difference is that the 
musicians they sponsor belong to the respective country. Mr. Udd states that for Yamaha 
the only truly global aspect of advertising is the display of the brand and the logotype. 
These decisions are made in Japan and then spread across the world. This can be con-
nected to the Japanese belief in the superiority of the corporate brand.  
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How does Sweden’s advertising differ from Japan’s, considering the use of different media? 

The media vehicles for transmitting the advertising message do not differ between coun-
tries for Yamaha. In many countries including Sweden, the main media used is the radio. 
This year Yamaha in Sweden believes that their budget will increase and they will have 
more resources in order to produce TV-commercials as well. Other media vehicles are dif-
ferent branch magazines. Yamaha in Sweden sell their products only through retailers while 
in Japan there are Yamaha stores. This can make large differences in the advertising possi-
bilities between the two countries.  

How does advertising design in Japan differ from the one in Sweden? How do you adapt Swedish graphic 
design to Japanese products in advertising? Is there a possibility that Swedish consumers could be attracted 
to Japanese graphic design in advertising? If yes, then do you implement a more Japanese design and how 
does this look like? If no, then is the Swedish graphic design the only way to reach the Swedish consumer 
and why is it so? Does the culture have any influence on this and in which way? 

When ad design is considered, in Japanese ads many of the Yamaha music instruments are 
placed in Japanese homes. One other difference is that children are used in the Japanese 
ads. Mr. Udd believes that in Japan the focus lies on the product while in Sweden it lies on 
the image. When looking at mature markets the focus in advertising is placed on lifestyle, 
emotions etc. This approach is called an expressive approach and it is suitable for products 
following a quality/prestigious positioning strategy (Riezebos, 2003). This does not mean 
that Japan is not a mature market, only that it is different. In Japan as mentioned, continu-
ous improvement to the products is vital for company survival. This is also why Mr. Udd 
believes it is impossible to use Japanese ads. The ads from the US are more adaptable to 
the Swedish graphic design. Japanese graphic design also symbolizes beauty and emotion 
though a great deal of the image is left to the consumer to interpret and understand (Ki-
shimoto, 1997 in Genestre et al., 1995; De Mente & Perry, 1968 in Genestre et al., 1995). 
In the West the message in advertising is clearer. This is due to the high/low-context cul-
ture of Japan and Sweden. Mr. Udd mentions that this aspect will too change in Japan due 
to the Western influence there. The Yamaha employees are likely to work abroad and re-
turn to Japan with fresh ideas. For now Yamaha believes that the average Swedish con-
sumer will not be attracted by Japanese graphic design. An idea is to maybe put one adver-
tisement with Japanese graphic design to cause a reaction though nothing more. Mr. Udd 
would like to have the possibility to test these kinds of ideas. For now this is impossible 
due to the budget restrictions on advertising. Doole & Lowe (2004) are one of those stress-
ing the importance of assessing the prices of advertising in foreign markets. According to 
Mr. Udd, even though Japan is changing and adapting to the West it is still keeping true to 
itself and the main problem for marketers is to surpass the culture. This is why it will take 
time for the Japanese graphic design in advertising to take a hold in the rest world.  

Hypothetically: If your products demanded a different image in Sweden as opposed to Japan, would you be 
willing to change this in order to better adjust to the market? 

When posed with a hypothetical question Mr. Udd states that if Yamaha encountered a cul-
ture where a drastic image change had to be made they would adapt to this. He believes 
that a company must follow the market and adjust to it. A company enters a new market in 
order to sell their products and if a change in image is required to sell those, then it should 
be performed. Aaker (1996) firmly states the importance of adjusting the image to the mar-
ket. In the case of companies operating in several different markets, multiple identities 
should be applied in order to adjust better. Sometimes the original identity is simply modi-
fied and different attributes of it are emphasized.  
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7.4 Tentative conclusion – Yamaha 

Due to that Yamaha is associated to motorcycles this provides some problems in Sweden 
especially when the association should be music instruments. This problem might have 
been avoided if Yamaha had a more dualithic or a multilithc brand name strategy where 
each product class had an own brand name. Yamaha has build up strong brand recognition 
and this might be one reason for the monolithic brand name strategy. In Japan the corpo-
rate brand is very important. Yamaha also has a global identity which stands for quality. 
This can be a positive thing. The disadvantage is though that Yamaha is associated mainly 
with motorcycles so the quality also is viewed as an attribute to that product group. This 
means that the quality concept has to be built up in the image of the other product groups. 
Again this would be easier if the products had their own brand names and own identities 
and did not have to depend of the corporate brand name and identity. Another image Ya-
maha wishes to have is innovation. This is connected to the Japanese concept of continu-
ous improvement where the focus lies on the product. This might not be necessary in Swe-
den as the Swedish consumer might not be as obsessed with novelty as the Japanese con-
sumers are. Yamaha wishes to create a less expensive line of products which would suit the 
Swedish price-sensitive consumer. This would be easier if done under different brand 
names as not to stain the corporate brand name which stands for exclusiveness. Yamaha 
has different products in Sweden and Japan and therefore must adapt their marketing lo-
cally. Yamaha in some way appears to apply a Japanese strategy to their product devolve-
ment and their marketing adjusting only slightly to the local market. One of these adjust-
ments is the lowering of the service level due to that in the West, Japanese level of service 
is looked upon as unrealistic. This Yamaha believes will change in the future. On the other 
hand why isn’t there a possibility that the West will increase their service standards in order 
to differentiate themselves from competitors? In Sweden, Yamaha tries to attract the 
unlikely consumer by offering demonstrations of the products. This appears to be one 
more strategy to simply gain brand recognition in this particular product class and increase 
the market share, another symbol of Japanese corporate culture. This is because in Japan a 
large market share is very important and defines the company. When it comes to advertis-
ing Yamaha mentions the electric guitars for which they attempt to create a Rock n’ Roll 
image. They further mention how the image will be damaging if it is too much Rock n’ 
Roll. This can be one adaptation towards the Swedish market referring to the Swedish 
word “lagom”, meaning “just right”. The power of “lagom” in Sweden is also mentioned in 
the interview with Tempur. As Yamaha adapts ads locally if we look at Appendix 4 we can 
see that there are not large differences between the two ads. They both represent a feeling 
in music, where one is serenity and classic and the other Rock n’ Roll. This might mean 
that in Japan the shape of the image is set and only adapted to a certain point to the local 
market. Both ads feature people who enjoy their instruments. Different countries have a 
passion for different type of music so the image of the instrument needs to fit the country. 
Also the fact that they are using celebrities in the Swedish ad also is somewhat Japanese. 
Japanese follow their idols in a more collective manner hence it is profitable to start a fad. 
Japanese companies in spite of adapting to local cultures might still impose certain aspects 
of their advertising design which is primarily directed toward the Japanese consumers. 
When it comes to media vehicles we can draw a conclusion that most large companies use 
the same media across the world with no larger changes. Finally, Yamaha states their will-
ingness to adapt their image to the market they wish to enter. Japanese consider their cus-
tomers to be “Gods”. This should not change even if the market changes, thus the com-
pany must always adapt after the consumer. In the end Yamaha in spite of adapting to 
Sweden, still remains very much a Japanese company. 
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8 Analysis and Tentative conclusions 

In this chapter we will connect our empirical findings from our five Swedish companies to the theoretical 
framework and to our problem discussion in the introduction chapter. We will as draw tentative conclusions 
to our themes which will be connected in chapter 9. 

In chapter 8, the analysis has been divided in three themes consistent with our interview 
guide. Further, beneath each theme, each interviewed company, with the exception of the 
Yamaha Scandinavia AB, was gathered and analysed. Moreover, beneath each theme the 
analysis was performed according to each question of our interview guide divided in sepa-
rate paragraphs. Finally a tentative conclusion was drawn at the end of each theme.  

8.1 Branding 

Do you experience any difference to the value of your brand between Sweden and Japan and how do you 
look upon brand equity in Japan as opposed to Sweden? 

For Husqvarna Viking the brand is of great importance due to that Japanese people are 
very attentive to brands. Johansson and Hirano (1998), mention that the brand is a symbol 
which both unifies the organization as well as provides both the consumers and the work-
ers of the company with an identity. For Husqkvarna Viking in Japan the brand equity has 
to be built up due to the low recognition Japanese consumers have for the brand. Accord-
ing to Aaker (1996) brand name awareness is the presence a brand has in the minds of the 
consumers and also is a vital part of brand equity. A trust has to be built by the brand be-
fore the general public accepts it (Johansson & Hirano, 1998). When it comes to Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors, there are differences in brand value between Japan and Sweden. In Sweden 
the brand is perceived as luxurious. Even if a brand is perceived as luxurious it has no sig-
nificant value according to Japanese if it does not have a large market share (Johansson & 
Hirano, 1998). Further to gain this large market share a company must gain huge recogni-
tion (Johansson & Hirano, 1998). Kosta Boda/Orrefors has as a main mission to establish 
recognition for their brand. Swedish Match has also recognized some differences between 
their brand value in Sweden and Japan. The main is connected to the pronunciation of the 
product brands. Avella (2004) mentions on the other hand that Japanese people prefer 
English words and for advertisers it is easier to develop marketing campaigns using the 
Latin alphabet. For Swedish Match the problems of pronunciation make it more difficult to 
gain the necessary recognition and market share, needed for the Japanese market. More-
over for both Volvocars and Tempur in Japan the brand is perceived as more exclusive. 
Togather with Kosta Boda/Orrefors, both of the previous mentioned brands decided on a 
more premium/prestige strategy when positioning their brand in Japan. Rizebos (2003) 
speaks about several different positioning strategies where a premium/prestige strategy im-
plies, positioning a brand so it can give a more luxurious appeal.  

If there are any differences in identity to your company and products between Sweden and Japan, what are 
these? 

As we look upon identity, Husqvarna Viking in Japan has an identity which does not differ 
much from the one in Sweden. This is of high quality sewing machines. The brand identity 
is extracted from the brand value and its associations in order to provide the consumer 
with a promise and create a relationship between the consumer and the brand (Aaker, 
1996; Riezebos, 2003). In Japan the identity of a brand is naturally reflected by the con-
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sumer back to the company and depends more on trust and not so much on marketing 
communication as it does in the West (Johansson & Hirano, 1998). Kosta Boda/Orrefors, 
by applying a prestige positioning strategy, also tries to attain a different identity in Japan. 
Positioning of a brand defines the identity of it by attempting to send a certain feeling to 
the consumer. This feeling in turn causes the consumer to build the image of the brand in 
his/her mind (Riezebos, 2003). When entering a different culture it is sometimes necessary 
to develop a different identity and for Japan this usually means “upscale” in stead of “utili-
tarian” (Aaker, 1996). Kosta Boda/Orrefors together with Volvo cars and Tempur have all 
developed the more “upscale” identity by using the premium/prestige positioning strategy. 
Also, due to the celebrity influence on the sales of Tempur products, the identity has 
shifted from the Swedish (healthy) to the Japanese (hip/trendy). The collective nature of 
the Japanese society makes it easier for companies to succeed by creating a trend (Proquest, 
1997). According to Mooney (2000) and Kilburn (1991), 90% of memorable ads in Japan 
feature celebrities. Swedish Match has also had a change in identity due to the positioning 
choice. In Japan the target group differs between the different Swedish Match products and 
they in turn differ from the target groups in Sweden. Swedish Match finds this change in 
identity natural due to the large differences in the Japanese market.  

What kind of Word of Mouth are you hoping your brand and products will generate amongst your consum-
ers? Do you feel that you are upholding the creation of the same kind of Word of Mouth as in Sweden? If 
not, then in what way? 

When talking about word of mouth amongst the consumers it is the image that is in focus. 
In all these companies the image they hope for should match the identity they are building 
up for their brands. As the identity differs or does not differ between Sweden and Japan so 
should the image. For Husqvarna Viking the image they wish to have in the eyes of their 
Japanese consumers is of high quality for their products as well as both their service- and 
after-service care. This image is in process of being built up due to low recognition. In Ja-
pan it is vital to provide the consumer with excellent service and treat him/her as “God” 
(Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Morgan & Morgan, 1992 in Genestre et al. 1995). Husqvarna 
Viking also wishes the image to include the “Swedish-ness” of the product. Hence they 
make sure that the consumers know the origin of the brand through advertising. Aaker 
(1996) suggests that at times it is good to link the brand to a country or a region in order to 
add credibility. In these cases it is implied that the country of origin stands for high quality 
and will thus transfer this identity to the consumer who will send it back to the company in 
form of the image (Aaker, 1996; Riezebos, 2003). Other companies which apply the “Swed-
ish-ness” are Tempur, Volvo Cars, Kosta Boda/Orrefors and Swedish Match. Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors hopes for an image of exclusivity and high quality. Sweden in this case 
represents a country of high quality glass products. Here, the building of image is made 
hard due to problems with recognition. Volvo Cars wishes for a different image in Japan as 
opposed to Sweden. In Japan they hope for exclusiveness, life-style, personality, family and 
safety. In Sweden it is mainly the “smart” choice. At Volvo Cars Japan they are also having 
problems with recognition. Tempur and Swedish Match on the other hand do not have a 
pressing problem with recognition and are upholding their identities which have success-
fully turned into image. According to both of these the recognition gained for the brand 
has come by through recommendations. For Tempur this means the celebrity influence 
they have had on the advertising of the brand and for Swedish Match it is the use of gen-
eral publics’ opinion about their products, printed in their brochures.  

Would you be able to explain what kind of brand name strategy you are using and why did you choose it? 
Is Japan’s brand name strategy different from Sweden’s? If yes, then in what way? 
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If we turn to brand name strategies the brand Husqvarna Viking uses the same brand name 
for all their products, though their products also have their own product names. A mono-
lithic brand name strategy, also called a family brand or an umbrella brand; stands for when 
a company uses one brand name on all their products and product classes (Apéria & Black, 
2004; Riezebos, 2003). This in turn also applies to Kosta Boda/Orrefors, Volvo Cars and 
Tempur. Even though Tempur sports a monolithic brand name strategy they still do have 
special product names and these have been more adapted to the Japanese market. The 
Tempur products are not presented through their product brands but through the Tempur 
brand, making it a monolithic strategy. Swedish Match promotes their products by their 
own brand names while having the brand “Swedish Match” printed somewhere on the 
package. A dualithic/endorsement brand name strategy implies a product which has its 
own brand name while the corporate brand name is included as well. The corporate brand 
name in this case endorses the product brand name (Apéria & Black, 2004; Riezebos, 
2003). Most of the companies above have expressed a whish to keep to the “Swedish-ness” 
and hence have not made any changes in their brand name strategies for the Japanese mar-
ket. In Japan the corporate brand is considered to be very important and hence rarely 
changed for different markets. In Japan the belief is that the corporate brands gives an 
identity to both the company employees as well as the consumers (Johansson & Hirano, 
1998). Swedish Match does not express a wish for the “Swedish-ness” in the interview, 
though the corporate brand name itself represents Sweden as the country of origin. All of 
the companies are using the same brand name strategy in Japan as in Sweden and there has 
been no adaptation.  

Do you feel that it is difficult to establish a Swedish brand in Japan and what are the problems which 
might occur during that process? 

The problems which might occur when establishing a Swedish brand name in Japan are 
recognized by Husqvarna Viking as: the high requirement for quality in service, the low 
trust Japanese consumers have for the foreign brands, the problems in translation from 
Swedish to Japanese, the need for excessive information on the company and the product 
and the perfection of the product and the packaging. Ono (1991) in Genestre et al. (1995) 
states that many foreign companies tend to hide their origin when advertising in Japan due 
to the beliefs of Japanese people that Japanese products are superior. Avella (2004) men-
tions the complexity of the Japanese writing system and how it makes the translations of 
foreign products difficult; hence many Japanese companies use English as a replacement. 
Japanese people are also obsessed with the quality of service and they expect it be flawless 
(Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Morgan & Morgan, 1992 in Genestre et al. 1995). De Mente 
and Perry (1968) in Genestre et al. (1995) mention how Japanese consumers are sensitive to 
the information they receive from the companies as everything has to be worded correctly. 
Kosta Boda/Orrefors recognizes their products as simply a matter of budget. They feel 
that they require much more resources in order to establish recognition. Swedish Match 
feels that the matter of recognition also depends on having enough resources to place in 
gaining this recognition. They mention the existing highly competitive advertising clutter in 
Japan which forces any foreign company to fight for recognition. Johansson and Nonaka 
(1996) and Johansson and Hirano (1999) support this by saying that the high competition 
of companies in Japan has caused that sufficient funds are vital when promoting a brand 
and in turn establishing recognition. Tempur admits to problems in the high competition 
for recognition in Japan though limits it to large metropolitans such as Tokyo. Volvo Cars 
finds it difficult to promote the prestigious image they wish the consumers to have about 
the brand. In order to deal with this problem they have adapted the products (cars) with 
products of higher quality such as CD- and DVD-players etc. When strengthening a brand, 
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Japanese apply continuous improvement (kaizen) to their products and this is vital due to 
that the loyal customers of a brand will abandon this brand if it does not provide them with 
something new before the competitors do (Johansson & Nonaka, 1996; Johansson & Hi-
rano, 1998). 

8.1.1 Tentative conclusion: Branding 

For all companies it seems that the differences in brand recognition determine the value of 
the brand. In Japan the recognition is not very high due to the foreign nature of the prod-
ucts and the unfamiliarity with the country of origin perceived by the Japanese consumers. 
This can be confirmed by our frame of reference where one author has stated how Japa-
nese companies value the brand by market share which in turn is gained through recogni-
tion. Further the identity which the brands have in Sweden and Japan are different which 
also makes the value of the brand different. All of the interviewed Swedish companies es-
tablished in Japan have positioned themselves differently in Japan. Their positioning 
choices mostly resemble the prestige strategy mentioned in the frame of reference. This 
means that they are trying to promote their brand as more exclusive then they would in 
Sweden. Tempur has gone as far in the change of their identity to make their products look 
hip and trendy in Japan. This is a long step from the Swedish “good for you back” identity. 
The image all companies wish for represents quality and exclusiveness in both products 
and service. This image should of course reflect the company identity. Unlike one of the 
theories in the frame of reference which states that foreign companies tend to hide their 
origin when entering the Japanese market, all of these companies make sure that the 
“Swedish-ness” is represented in all their marketing efforts. All companies except for 
Swedish Match have a monolithic brand name strategy. These companies exceptionally at-
tempt to promote the “Swedish-ness” in their advertising. None of the interviewed com-
panies have a different brand name strategy in Japan from that of Sweden. The Japanese 
people tend to trust more corporate brands as shown in our frame of reference and this 
might be one reason for keeping the origin and the strategy of the brand the same. Even 
though the corporate brand might be the source of trust if there is no brand recognition 
this still might be very difficult. Most of our companies have admitted that this is the main 
problem when establishing Swedish companies in Japan. Others have mentioned the neces-
sary adaptations to be made in order to make it in Japan. These adaptations stretch from 
products to advertising. Many of the companies do not have the funds to advertise as 
much they would like. Advertising in Japan is very expensive and there is so much competi-
tion that a company needs to stand out. A company who does not have enough funds 
might not have a chance on the Japanese market. Other adaptations are the adaptations of 
products. Most products are to be adapted to the image they wish to have. In these cases 
the image is luxurious. In order to make these adaptations not only the intrinsic/expressive 
attributes of the products are to be updated but also the intrinsic/functional ones such as 
the product itself and the package of it. The Japanese being obsessed with perfection will 
not be able to accept any flaws, be it in the wrapping, the package and especially the prod-
uct. Also in order to satisfy the Japanese thirst for novelty the products have to be in a con-
tinuous updating process. Companies have to bring out new things almost all the time. The 
high competition in Japan for the attention of the consumers will not allow a company – 
which has fallen behind in the offering of new products – to survive.  
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8.2 Culture 

Which obstacles exist within the Japanese culture when marketers introduce foreign products into it? Is the 
culture in any way easier or harder to break through as opposed to Sweden? Which demands does the Japa-
nese consumer have as opposed to the Swedish one considering that in Japan the customer is “God”? 

Husqvarna Viking finds it difficult to adapt certain aspect of the brand to the Japanese cul-
ture. They refer mainly to the translation difficulties of the brand as well as the require-
ments the Japanese consumers have regarding adequate information. Hollensen (2001) 
mentions how when entering a different culture one important aspect is to take note to the 
verbal language. It is vital for the marketers to phrase themselves correctly (Hollensen, 
2001). As mentioned above, Japanese people request that any marketing message be 
worded correctly (De Mente & Perry, 1968 in Genestre et al., 1995). Another difficulty 
when entering the Japanese market is the high expectations Japanese consumers have on 
the company. Husqvarna Viking finds these expectations to be based on the trust a con-
sumer has on the brand. The trust is very difficult to build due to the restricted Japanese 
culture. This problem is also recognized by Volvo Cars in Japan. Hollensen (2001) talks 
about a Hofstede dimension of “uncertainty avoidance”. When there is a belief that the risk 
is too high the Japanese consumers will simply avoid it. The problem with trust is of no 
concern in Sweden for Husqvarna Viking due to brand recognition. Japanese consumers 
have a quest for perfection and this is found to be one problem for Kosta Boda/Orrefors. 
This is further connected to the consumer being looked upon as “God” in Japan (Johans-
son & Nonaka, 1996; Morgan & Morgan, 1991 in Genestre et al., 1995). Later there is the 
fact that many Kosta Boda/Orrefors products in Sweden are packaged with four pieces in 
a box. The number four in Japan is a taboo number just like number thirteen is in the 
West. Manners and customs are vital aspects to take into consideration when entering a dif-
ferent culture according to Hollensen (2001). In Sweden such problems do not exist. Swed-
ish Match on the other hand sees time as a concern when breaking into the Japanese cul-
ture. As described in chapter 6.3.2, aspects such as after-service consumer care take much 
longer in Japan then Sweden. This is again connected to the consumer being “God”. An-
other aspect required by the Japanese consumers connected to culture is high quality and 
perfection. This perfection is consistent even in the packaging of a product where bad 
packaging is considered an insult in the Japanese culture (Avella, 2004). These same prob-
lems are found by Tempur and Volvo Cars in Japan. The Japanese culture is more difficult 
to break into as opposed to Sweden due to the large differences found within the culture.  

Who belongs to your target group in Japan and in Sweden? If it does not differ, then why? If it differs, then 
why and how? 

The target group Husqvarna Viking has in both Japan and Sweden consists of women. In 
Japan the demographics of the target group are women in their 40s and 50s and they repre-
sent 95% of Husqvarna Viking consumers while the other 5% are represented by male de-
signers who require the products in connection to their work. For Kosta Boda/Orrefors, 
women are the main target group in both Sweden and Japan. In Sweden it is the entire 
population of women while in Japan it is the more wealthy women. There is a difference in 
the target group of Swedish Match between Sweden and Japan. These differences mainly 
depend on demographics due to the large number of senior citizens in Japan. The main 
target group in Japan consists of men in their 40s and in Sweden, men in their 30s. The tar-
get group for Tempur in Japan is women in their 30s and in Sweden in their 50s, though 
Tempur has still a larger number of male consumers in Japan compared to other countries. 
This is due to the different image the Tempur products have between these two countries. 
Volvo Cars in Japan has a target group consisting of both men and women between 30-50 
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years of age. The target group for Volvo also depends on the income of the Japanese con-
sumer with a salary floor of $80,000/year. In Sweden the salary floor is much lower. When 
entering different markets it is important to take into consideration the demographics of 
that particular country (Gillespie et al., 2004; Kotler et al., 2002).  

We have learned that women represent the largest consumer group in Japan, do you agree with this state-
ment and why? How has this affected you considering the influence culture has on marketing? 

Female consumers as the largest consumer group in Japan are represented by 98% of all 
consumers in Japan according to Husqvarna Viking. Kosta Boda/Orrefors does not dis-
cuss this due to that their target group is already composed of mainly women. Swedish 
Match agrees with Husqvarna Viking in spite of the differences in their target groups and 
explains how women are in control of all purchases. This opinion is also shared by Tem-
pur. At Volvo Cars they do not have an opinion regarding this matter. According to 
Forrest (2006) and Normandy (2005) the women are the main consumers in Japan and 
their roles are in constant change toward the more modern. Further regarding Volvo Cars, 
Kilburn (1997) talks about the still conservative Japanese men who do not wish to admit 
that women are falling into positions previously belonging to men. Due to that the inter-
view with Volvo Cars was with a Japanese man this fact can be taken under consideration. 
The affect this has had on the various interviewed companies is not significant due to that 
most already have women as their main consumer group. Swedish match admits that com-
panies should adapt their advertising more towards women while Volvo Cars does not 
have an opinion regarding this matter. Normandy (2005) states, companies would benefit 
from turning their advertising towards women in Japan.  

Are you affected by the “cuteness culture” which is still strong in Japan and in which way?  

The demographics of Husqvarna Viking’s target group do not fit into the cuteness culture. 
The women composing this target group have passed the age where they could be affected 
by “cuteness”. Kosta Boda/Orrefors is in no way affected by the “cuteness culture” and it 
will remain so in the future. Swedish Match on the other hand as made some effort by 
launching a line of lighters which fit into the concept of “cuteness” in order to satisfy the 
followers of this culture. Moreover the “cuteness culture” was recognized by Tempur and 
Volvo Cars. Tempur does not implement this style in their marketing due to they wish for a 
different image. Volvo Cars also does not implement any “cuteness” to their marketing due 
to the differences in image, though they do admit that “cuteness” is an alternative for the 
future. The “cuteness culture” has been dominated Japan for a long time and does not 
seem to be close to an end (Kinsella, 1995). Avella (2004) also mentions the “cuteness” 
present in the modern Japanese graphic design, thus it is still having a strong impact.  

Are there any strong actions you perform in order to adapt the marketing methods to the Japanese culture 
and what are these? 

The strong actions performed in order to adapt to the Japanese culture for Husqvarna Vi-
king are the previously mentioned high service requirements and requirements regarding 
the translation. These are the actions performed by Volvo Cars as well. Kosta Boda does 
not make any serious adaptations to the Japanese culture due to the global nature of their 
marketing. Swedish Match adapts their image on certain products in order to make these 
more luxurious and the advertising is changed to exclude the sarcastic elements in advertis-
ing and include more explanatory ones. Tempur adapts to the Japanese culture by develop-
ing everything locally, both the products as well as the marketing. A second aspect is the 
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speed in which marketing promotion is developed, which is much higher in Japan then the 
rest of the world.  

8.2.1 Tentative conclusion: Culture 

The difficulties for the Swedish companies posed by the Japanese companies are focused 
on the extreme demands the Japanese consumers have. No company can survive without 
adapting to some of these demands. In Japan the consumer is “God” and the seller is the 
servant. This is a relationship which needs to be well understood before attempting to es-
tablish a business in Japan. One of the largest requirements the Japanese consumer has is 
that of perfect translation and enough information. The company needs to translate every-
thing regarding the company and its products in a flawless manner. This is due to the com-
plexity of the Japanese language. Another aspect is to take careful consideration to the 
manners and customs such as encountered by Kosta Boda/Orrefors with the number four. 
The company also has to get used to that in Japan the service and after-service care are 
much more complicated and take much longer time. The dissatisfied Japanese-consumer 
will require a great deal of attention from the company such as a formal apology and a gift 
delivered to their door. The strict culture also poses difficulties of trust. Japanese consum-
ers take a long time to trust a company especially since it is foreign. This is why it is diffi-
cult not to make any mistakes when introducing themselves on the market. For most of 
our companies the target groups differ between Sweden in Japan even though they do not 
recognize this fact themselves. For some companies women are the target group in both 
countries but due to the differences in the image the target group instantly becomes differ-
ent. No company should enter a market and expect to have the same target group as they 
have in the country of origin if the image is different. If a company has a more exclusive 
image then the target group needs to be wealthier. All companies except for Volvo admit 
that women compose the largest target group in Japan. Volvo’s answer can be connected to 
the traditional men in Japan who still fail to realize this fact and cling to their masculinity. 
As women are in charge of mostly all purchases of the family, much of the advertising 
should be turned toward them in order to generate better success. Regarding the “cuteness 
culture” which is mainly affecting women in Japan we can say that most of our interviewed 
companies recognize this term. The interesting part is that only Swedish Match admits to 
adapting to this culture while the other companies mention that it does not fit into their 
image. Swedish Match on the other hand is the only company which considers mainly men 
to be their target group in Japan. Maybe the small adaptations towards the “cuteness” are 
directed toward men? Volvo Cars considers the “cuteness culture” as an alternative for the 
future. This could mean that the “cuteness culture” is a current trend and also that it fits 
some products better then others. A conclusion which we can draw is that it does not fit 
the more “upscale” products. As many other trends, this culture seems to be also slowly 
disappearing. Finally the adaptations required to adapt to the Japanese culture seem to be in 
image, translation and service quality as well as overall product quality. Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors has stated that they do no adaptation. This can be questioned since they do 
promote their products as Swedish which is unnecessary in Sweden and makes only sense 
in Japan. They also promote their products as more high class which is also different from 
Sweden where these products can be found in almost in every home. The conclusion is 
they do adapt to the culture. 
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8.3 Marketing Communication – Advertising 

What is the most important aspect to take into consideration when developing advertising campaigns in Ja-
pan? 

Husqvarna Viking feels that the most important aspect of developing advertising cam-
paigns is choosing the right media. According to Doole & Lowe (2004), Gillespie et al. 
(2004) and Kotler et al. (2002), choosing the correct media when developing advertising 
campaigns in a foreign market is highly important. Kosta Boda/Orrefors does not take any 
specific aspects into consideration due to that it develops global campaigns. The only thing 
adapted for Japan is the translation from Swedish to Japanese and the adding of informa-
tion in their advertising (see Appendix 4). Swedish Match and Tempur both feel that the 
main aspect of devising advertising campaigns in Japan is to make sure that the message 
which is sent out is flawless. For Swedish Match this mainly due to high advertising costs in 
Japan. This is also connected to how Japanese consumers expect a message to be worded 
correctly as mentioned earlier. Tempur wants their advertising message to have a clear sales 
pitch as well as something more philosophical, connected to their “lagom” campaigns. For 
Volvo Cars in Japan it is vital to promote the products as the best on the market, thus they 
develop large scale advertising campaigns.  

Particularly for you product is it more suitable to use globally developed advertising campaigns or do you 
adapt it locally to suit the market at hand? 

Husqvarna Viking finds it more effective to adapt their advertising on a local level, satisfy-
ing their Japanese consumers. Swedish Match also adapts the marketing campaigns locally 
to the Japanese market though for the rest of the world global campaigns are used (see Ap-
pendix 4). Tempur also adapts all its advertising campaigns to suite the Japanese culture. 
Volvo Cars does the same but with slight differences. They occasionally do show global 
campaigns in order to display the international nature of their products. Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors would then be the only interviewed company which only uses global adver-
tising campaigns. Though when comparing the ads from the two countries in Appendix 4 
we can see clear differences, mainly in the amount of information. Global advertising cam-
paigns have certain advantages such as lower costs, more dependable worldwide company 
or product image and a greater management of global advertising efforts. The negative part 
is that it does take any consideration to the differences in every culture which can be very 
risky (Gillespie et al., 2004; Kotler et al., 2002).  

How does Japan’s advertising differ from Sweden’s, considering the use of different media? 

In order to reach the target group Husqvarna Viking employs different media such as TV-
commercials, billboards, direct mail and exhibitions/workshops. Husqvarna Viking had no 
opinion regarding the choice of media in Sweden. Kosta Boda/Orrefors develops global 
advertising campaigns, thus there are no differences between Sweden in Japan between the 
different media. As mentioned previously there are both advantages and disadvantages 
when applying global advertising strategies (see chapter 2.2). Swedish Match develops their 
advertising under strict legislation which does not differ between Sweden and Japan. This 
means that due to the strict rules applied to advertising of tobacco products there is a lim-
ited source of media to choose from. Doole and Lowe (2004), Gillespie et al. (2004) and 
Kotler et al. (2002) all mention how important it is to take regard to the legislation of ad-
vertising in a particular market. Tempur uses different media in Japan as opposed to Swe-
den. In Sweden, Tempur relies mostly on TV-commercials, while in Japan they place their 
faith in indirect radio advertising, sponsorship and publicity. Publicity’s advantage is that it 
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provides the company with credibility though the downside is that it can not be influenced, 
meaning that if the publicity is negative it can have damaging effects (Belch & Belch, 2001; 
Varey, 2002). For Volvo Cars the media usage in advertising between Sweden and Japan 
does not differ and consists out of: TV-commercials, radio, magazines and newspapers.  

How does advertising design in Japan differ from the one in Sweden? 

The advertising design in Japan is cluttered with more text and carries a great deal of in-
formation compared to the advertising design in Sweden, according to Husqvarna Viking. 
Kosta Boda/Orrefors has mentioned earlier how advertising has to be translated and more 
information added. If we look at the comparison between the ads in Sweden and Japan, 
distinct differences can be spotted such as the extensive usage of text (see Appendix 4). 
Swedish Match recognizes the “cuteness culture” in Japanese advertising which differs 
from Sweden and also the need for more information printed on the ads. Tempur recog-
nizes the need for extensive information that the Japanese consumers have. This, they be-
lieve is only restricted to catalogues and brochures. At Volvo Cars Japan they believe that 
an ad in Japan should be simple and not boring while at the same time include beauty. 
When looking ad the ads for Volvo Cars in Appendix 4 the simplicity of the Japanese ads 
can be questioned. During the interview Volvo Cars in Japan gave guidelines on how and 
ad should look like in the West in order to be used in Japan. They also mention the need 
for information in ads in Japan though this depends on what the company goal is.  

How do you adapt Japanese graphic design to Swedish products in advertising? Is there a possibility that 
Japanese consumers could be attracted to Swedish graphic design in advertising? If yes, then do you imple-
ment a more Swedish design and how does this look like? If no, then is the Japanese graphic design the only 
way to reach the Japanese consumers and why is it so? Does the culture have any influence on this and in 
which way? 

Husqvarna Viking has a Swedish style to the advertising though it is still very much Japa-
nese in order to satisfy the Japanese consumers. There is a risk to developing an ad which 
is purely Swedish in design due to the problems Husqvarna Viking has with brand recogni-
tion. Husqvarna Viking does not believe this will catch they eye of the Japanese consumer, 
thus they add much more text and information to their ads. There is a belief that the Japa-
nese consumers might get used to the pure Swedish graphic design in time. Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors does not change the advertising design in Japan. They feel that they wish to 
keep the “Swedish-ness” in their advertising everywhere in the world. They do on the other 
hand translate and add more information as seen in Appendix 4. Swedish Match adapts 
their advertising to add more text, though no adaptation is made to Japanese graphic design 
due to the advertising restrictions posed on their products. At Swedish Match they believe 
that in Japan the consumers will in time adapt to a more Western design though this might 
not happen any time soon. Japanese graphic design is still very important in Japan in order 
to be able to reach the target group. Tempur states they do not adapt to the Japanese 
graphic design. They also state that between the three marketing schools (according to Mr. 
Siljedahl) in Japan they belong to the two last mentioned (see chapter 6.4.2). They do men-
tion adding more text and information but this is restricted to their catalogues and bro-
chures. Volvo Cars Japan believes the Japanese consumers can adapt to Western graphic 
design with certain changes mentioned above. They attempt to keep their own advertising 
design simple with only soft colors in order to keep the image they are attempting to create. 
As mentioned looking at Appendix 4, Volvo’s statement can be questioned. They use both 
ads with a great deal of information when wishing to increase sales and more simple ads 
when wishing to promote the brand. Avella (2004) mentions how at times Japanese graphic 
design is simple and complex at the same time. This means that the image lacks details but 
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is filled with interpretation possibilities. Ono (1991) in Genestre et al. (1995) states how the 
advertising must adjust to local preferences in order to reflect the Japanese taste.  

Hypothetically: If you had a product which was directed towards the female consumers and if you wanted 
this product to reflect a more serious image in the eyes of your consumers – would you then be able to con-
sider a change in the concept if you know a more childish, cute and feminine method would produce consid-
erably better results? 

Husqvarna Viking feels that the customer is the most important member of the organiza-
tion, thus they would change their image in order to adapt to the Japanese culture. More-
over, Swedish Match is also willing to abandon their image in order to satisfy the Japanese 
consumers. Volvo Cars Japan is also willing to make a change in image to adapt to the 
Japanese market, even if this change is toward the more childish, cute one. Tempur does 
recognize the need to adapt the image to a new market though not completely in order for 
the company not to lose what it is that separated them from the crowd in the first place. 
Kosta Boda/Orrefors are the only Swedish company in Japan we have interviewed which 
stated they are not willing to give up on their image no matter what the market requires. 
Aaker (1996) states that for some companies there is a necessity to adapt the image accord-
ing to the market they are in.  

8.3.1 Tentative conclusion: Marketing Communication – Advertising 

When advertising in Japan it is important to consider aspects such as choosing the correct 
media and setting the advertising budget. To advertise in Japan is very expensive and there 
is a high competition. This means that companies with a lower budget will have a lower 
survival rate. Other’s mention having global campaigns with no changes to toward the 
Japanese market though at the same time they state having to translate everything and add 
more information. These aspects constitute adaptation. By doing these small changes we 
can say the company is already adapting their advertising to the Japanese market. Also due 
to the nature of the Japanese consumer and the cost of Japanese advertising it is very im-
portant for the company to go out with the correct message from the beginning. Most 
companies will not get a second chance at this. Worth mentioning is that international 
campaigns from time to time can have a positive effect though the company should have 
locally developed campaigns to fall back on. The media vehicles for advertising do not have 
to differ much between Sweden and Japan. Companies should though have in mind the 
differences in costs mentioned earlier. Also Japanese consumers seem to respond well to 
celebrity recommendations. Marketers might also consider sponsorship or publicity in or-
der to hype up their products. Due to the collective nature of the Japanese, creating an idol 
with a positive image can start a huge trend amongst the population. Legislation of the ad-
vertising is very important. Products such as tobacco are similarly regulated in both coun-
tries, which means that media vehicles are restricted to brochures and posters in tobacco 
stores. Within the design of Japanese advertising there is a need for a great deal of informa-
tion. Kosta Boda/Orrefors though has mentioned that this is only required in brochures 
and catalogues. This might depend on the products meaning that there is a need for infor-
mation based on the complexity of the product. Kosta Boday/Orrefors produced glass ob-
jects thus not as much information is needed. On the other hand if we look at the compari-
son ads in Appendix 4 we can see that each company has added something to the Japanese 
ads. Tempur has according to the ad displayed in this thesis has gone very far to show the 
“Swedish-ness” of the product. The ad includes as well a great deal of information com-
pared to the Swedish ad below it. The others have more complex products, including 
Swedish Match due to that their products have a chemical complexity which by law needs 
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to be displayed. The companies themselves all adapt their advertising to their image. Most 
state that they do not change their advertising to the more Japanese graphic design. This 
statement can be questioned due to the adaptations in adding of text and information 
which the companies admit to. These adaptations are a part of Japanese graphic advertising 
design. Also there is a belief that the consumers in Japan are able to adapt more to the 
purely Western graphic design in advertising. This is not the situation today, thus compa-
nies should still adapt and build their brand recognition in order to later be able to test out 
Western design on their customers without risking as much. The Japanese graphic design 
on advertising does not always have to be filled with clutter (see Yamaha in Appendix 4). A 
company has more choices to select from when adapting to the Japanese design. Lastly 
most of the interviewed companies have showed willingness to change their image in order 
to adapt to a certain culture even if this image is the opposite of what the brand stands for 
today. The only company that would make no changes is Kosta Boda/Orrefors. We have 
now pointed out several times that this company whether they realize it or not, have 
adapted to the Japanese culture and have likewise adapted their advertising to suit the same 
culture. If the market would require a drastic change to be made in order for the company 
to survive we believe they would make these changes. Every company is controlled by their 
profits. If the profit lies in the change toward the more “cute” then even Kosta 
Boda/Orrefors would suddenly come up with an idea of making a “cute” line of glassware 
and call it art.  
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9 Conclusion 

Here we will make a final conclusion based on our analysis by connecting all the tentative conclusions in 
chapter 7 and 8 to each other. The conclusion will answer the questions posed in our problem formulation 
and our purpose in the introduction chapter. 

According to the research in this thesis a conclusion can be drawn that first of all the brand 
value differs between Sweden and Japan for the Swedish companies established on the 
Japanese market. It would appear that the most successful positioning of the brand is 
through the prestige strategy which in turn affects the brand value. If the brand value is af-
fected so is the identity. The identity is hence adapted to the new positioning strategy. After 
this adaptation is performed it is vital to build up word of mouth or rather an image in the 
minds of the consumers. This image should reflect the mentioned identity. One can simply 
say that Swedish companies benefit from having multiple identities. The identity of a Swed-
ish company in Japan has to also reflect certain Japanese aspects. It is safe to say that com-
panies should continue using a monolithic brand name strategy to build trust as the Japa-
nese consumers seem to trust more the corporate brand. As the Japanese interest in Swed-
ish goods increases, the country of origin should probably be included in the identity of the 
Swedish company. Further adjustments have to be made in the service. Swedish companies 
can not succeed on the Japanese market without offering a high quality service. There 
should almost be no limits to how far the company goes to satisfy the Japanese consumer. 
Further, all marketing promotion material should include a great deal of information. Even 
if some companies would like a cleaner design it is too risky to take that chance. A Swedish 
company must also take care of the manners and customs as to not make any taboo mis-
takes. The advertising should follow all of the above mentioned and reflect the newly es-
tablished, Japanese adapted identity of the Swedish company. Companies should not most 
likely follow fads and trends such as the “cuteness culture” as they come and disappear 
very fast in Japan. Instead they should themselves create these trends as Japanese consum-
ers tend to act as a group and collectively accept things. The advertising should at least 
slightly turn towards women as they are the largest consumer group. This is considered also 
an adaptation to the local culture and if it is ignored it can have certain negative conse-
quences. The design of the advertising should reflect Japan as much as it can but also in-
clude Sweden as the country of origin in order to symbolize a union of the two countries 
where the Japanese consumers can feel at home and gain trust of the company and at the 
same time feel the exclusiveness in the Swedish aspect of it. Companies should also not 
place restrictions on themselves such as to say they would not adapt to the culture if the 
requirements were extreme. In Japan the consumer is the “God” and this is a large part of 
the Japanese culture. If Swedish companies wish to truly adapt they will treat their consum-
ers the same way and if there is a need for an extreme adaptation they should perform it. 
As we see in Yamaha’s case they also have a mixture of both the Japanese and the local cul-
ture of Sweden in their advertising. In many ways they are true to their culture which is an-
other sign that Japan is country of strict opinions. In other ways they show respect to the 
Swedish culture and chose images fitting it. In all these cases it is very important to adapt to 
culture in order to gain brand recognition and to have that brand associated with some-
thing positive and suitably adapted to the culture. In retrospective all these adaptation do 
not take away anything from the company’s original image but add to it. 

In final conclusion we would like to state that according to the findings in this thesis we 
can firmly state that Swedish companies have to alter their brand image according to cul-
ture through advertising in order to succeed on the Japanese market.  
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10 Discussion 

In this final chapter we will discuss our chosen subject and present you with some of our personal views and 
our concerns for what we might have missed during our work as well as suggestions for further research. 

The gathering of information for our frame of reference in this thesis was made difficult 
due to the lack of sources. On the count of this many of our chapters regarding the Japa-
nese way of advertising carry only one source. This is a downside to our research due to 
that we could not find enough supporting opinions. This subject has appeared to be very 
familiar though not in academic texts. This difficulty and the scarceness of theoretical data 
have also led us to believe that we were contributing to the field of marketing communica-
tion with our research by increasing the amount of that same data. 

Another downside that we have experienced was the difficulty of finding companies for the 
interviews necessary. Due to this we have had to rely on promises from different people in 
secretarial positions that someone would eventually contact us. This problem might have 
been avoided if the companies were contacted long time in advance in order to have the 
replies in time and still have time to look for replacements for those companies that did not 
wish to participate in the research. Our tardiness caused us to lose almost two of our des-
ignated interviews with Swedish companies in Japan, where one returned our request late 
April with an interview booked for the 9th of May. We also feel that the use of only one in-
terview with a Japanese company is not completely adequate to draw valid and credible 
conclusions in a comparison with the other interviews. Though we must point out that the 
purpose of this thesis was never to make a comparison, but to only show how it can look 
like and what similarities exist with the other companies. Hence that interview becomes 
simply a support for the other six. We therefore would like to suggest that this could be a 
theme to consider for a separate thesis where there would be a comparison between equally 
many companies from Sweden and Japan.  

Many interesting themes came forth during our interviews. One of these was the extensive 
service demands on companies in Japan. For the future researchers this can be a very inter-
esting subject to look into and do a comparison to the West. The Japanese way of provid-
ing service is regarded as one of the most developed in the world and might be something 
that the companies and organisations in the West can benefit from.  

Another theme that we kept coming across was the exclusiveness of the products as they 
are introduced to the Japanese market. In most cases the products are available to middle 
class Swedish citizens. In Japan on the other hand a much higher income is required and 
the product comes with prestige, luxury and a premium status attached. This can be a good 
research subject where a question can be posed whether every Swedish company which en-
ters the Japanese market must advertise their products as exclusive in order to succeed.  

Furthermore an interesting aspect was how brands were looked upon in Japan. Being that it 
is also very different from the West, it provides the readers with interesting subjects to fol-
low up on such as the importance of the Japanese corporate brand.  

Finally, during our readings and empirical research we have mentioned that young men in 
Japan are adapting more and more to the metro sexual style which is on the verge of grow-
ing in the rest of the world as well. In Japan though this style is at a whole other level 
where men have their own makeup lines. The question is then, how does this effect adver-
tising or the economy in Japan as a whole?  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Interview guide in Swedish 

Marknadsföring av varumärken 

• Upplever ni någon skillnad på värdet av ert varumärke mellan Sverige och Japan 
och hur ser ni på ”brand equity” i Japan i jämförelse till Sverige? 

• Om det finns några skillnader i identitet på ert företag och produkter mellan Sveri-
ge och Japan vad är dessa? 

• Vilken slags ”Word of Mouth” hoppas ni ert märke och produkter ska ge upphov 
till bland era konsumenter i Japan? 

• Tycker ni att ni håller vid skapelsen av samma ”Word of Mouth” som i Sverige? 

o Om inte, på vilket sätt? 

• Skulle ni kunna förklara vad för ”brand name” strategi ni använder och varför valde 
ni just den? 

• Skiljer sig Japans ”brand name” strategi från Sveriges?  

o Om ja, på vilket sätt? 

• Tycker ni att det är svårt att etablera ett svenskt varumärke i Japan och vilka pro-
blem kan uppstå under etableringen? 

Kultur 

• Vilka hinder finns det i den japanska kulturen när man introducerar utländska pro-
dukter till den? 

• Är kulturen i några avseenden lättare eller svårare att bryta sig igenom än i Sverige? 

• Vilka krav ställer den japanska kunden i jämförelse med den svenska med tanke på 
att i Japan är kunden ”Gud”? 

• Vilka är er målgrupp i Sverige och Japan respektive? 

o Om den inte skiljer sig, varför?  

o Om den skiljer sig, varför och hur? 

• Vi har fått uppfattning om att kvinnor representerar den största konsument grup-
pen i Japan, håller ni med och varför är det så? 

o Hur har detta påverkat er med tanke på kulturens påverkan på marknadsfö-
ringen? 
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• Påverkas ni av ”cuteness culture” som är fortfarande stark i Japan och på vilket 
sätt? 

• Om ”cuteness” kulturen påverkar era marknadsförings strategier, hur påverkar det i 
sin tur era kunders Word of Mouth, eller med andra ord den image ni vill bygga 
upp hos era kunder? 

• Finns det några kraftiga åtgärder ni gör med tanke på anpassning av marknadsfö-
ring till den japanska kulturen? 

Marknadsförings kommunikation – Reklamföring 

• Vad är det viktigaste ni tänker på när ni utvecklar reklam kampanjer för Japan? 

• Just för era produkter, använder ni er utav globala reklamkampanjer eller utvecklar 
ni de lokalt för att passa just på den markanden ni satsar på? 

• Hur skiljer sig Japans reklamföring från Sveriges med tanke på användning av olika 
media? 

• Hur skiljer sig designen på reklamerna i Japan från Sverige? 

• Hur anpassar ni japansk grafisk design till svenska produkter i reklamföring? 

• Skulle japanska konsumenter kunna bli attraherade till den svenska grafiska desig-
nen på reklamer? 

o Om ja, implementerar ni en mera svensk grafisk design och hur ser detta 
ut? 

o Om nej, är den japanska grafiska designen det enda sättet att nå ut till den 
japanska kunden och varför är det så? 

o Har kulturen någon påverkan på detta och på vilket sätt? 

• Hypotetiskt: Om ni hade en produkt som riktade sig in på kvinnor och om ni ville 
att denna produkt ska återspegla en mera seriös image i ögonen på era kunder – 
skulle ni kunna då tänka er ändra på konceptet i fall ni visste att en mera barnslig, 
gullig och feminin metod skulle ge ett avsevärt bättre resultat? 
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Appendix 2 - Interview guide in English 

Branding 

• Do you experience any difference to the value of your brand between Sweden and 
Japan and how do you look upon brand equity in Japan as opposed to in Sweden? 

• If there are any differences in identity to your company and products between 
Sweden and Japan, what are these? 

• What kind of Word of Mouth are you hoping your brand and products will gener-
ate amongst your consumers? 

• Do you feel that you are upholding the creation of the same kind of Word of 
Mouth as in Sweden? 

o If not, then in what way? 

• Would you be able to explain what kind of brand name strategy you are using and 
why did you choose it? 

• Is Japan’s brand name strategy different from Sweden’s? 

o If yes, then in what way? 

• Do you feel that it is difficult to establish a Swedish brand in Japan and what are 
the problems which might occur during that process? 

Culture 

• Which obstacles exist within the Japanese culture when marketers introduce foreign 
products into it? 

• Is the culture in any way easier or harder to break through as opposed to Sweden? 

• Which demands does the Japanese consumer have as opposed to the Swedish one 
considering that in Japan the customer is “God”? 

• Who belongs to your target group in Japan and in Sweden? 

o If it does not differ, then why?  

o If it differs, then why and how? 

• We have learned that women represent the largest consumer group in Japan, do 
you agree with this statement and why? 

o How has this affected you considering the influence culture has on market-
ing? 

• Are you affected by the cuteness culture which is still strong in Japan and in which 
way? 
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• If the cuteness culture affects your marketing strategies, how does it affect the 
Word of Mouth of your customers, in other words the image you whish to build in 
the minds of your customers? 

• Are there any strong actions you perform in order to adapt the marketing methods 
to the Japanese culture and which are these? 

Marketing Communication – Advertising 

• What is the most important aspect to take into consideration when developing ad-
vertising campaigns in Japan? 

• Particularly for your product is it more suitable to use globally developed advertis-
ing campaigns or do you adapt it locally to suit the market at hand? 

• How does Japan’s advertising differ from Sweden’s, considering the use of different 
media? 

• How does advertising design in Japan differ from the one in Sweden? 

• How do you adapt Japanese graphic design to Swedish products in advertising? 

• Is there a possibility that Japanese consumers could be attracted to Swedish graphic 
design in advertising? 

o If yes, then do you implement a more Swedish design and how does this 
look like? 

o If no, then is the Japanese graphic design the only way to reach the Japa-
nese consumer and why is it so? 

o Does the culture have any influence on this and in which way? 

• Hypothetically: If you had a product which was directed towards female consum-
ers, and if you wanted this product to reflect a more serious image in the eyes of 
your consumers – would you then be able to consider a change in the concept if 
you knew that a more childish, cute and feminine method would produce consid-
erably better results? 
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Appendix 3 - Interview guide 2 in Swedish and English 

This particular interview guide was shortened and somewhat changed from the first one in order to fit the 
Japanese company established in Sweden. Most of the questions are the same with only the country names 
exchanged and some of the questions which we found completely irrelevant were removed permanently. An 
example is the removal of questions regarding the “cuteness culture”. 

Swedish 

Marknadsföring av varumärken 

• Upplever ni någon skillnad på värdet av ert varumärke mellan Sverige och Japan 
och hur ser ni på ”brand equity” i Sverige i jämförelse till Japan? 

• Om det finns några skillnader i identitet på ert företag och produkter mellan Sveri-
ge och Japan vad är dessa? 

• Vilken slags ”Word of Mouth” hoppas ni ert märke och produkter ska ge upphov 
till bland era konsumenter i Sverige? 

• Tycker ni att ni håller vid skapelsen av samma ”Word of Mouth” som i Japan? 

o Om inte, på vilket sätt? 

• Skulle ni kunna förklara vad för ”brand name” strategi ni använder och varför valde 
ni just den? 

• Skiljer sig Japans ”brand name” strategi från Sveriges?  

o Om ja, på vilket sätt? 

• Tycker ni att det är svårt att etablera ett japanskt varumärke i Sverige och vilka pro-
blem kan uppstå under etableringen? 

Kultur 

• Vilka hinder finns det i den svenska kulturen när man introducerar den till utländs-
ka produkter? 

• Är kulturen i några avseenden lättare eller svårare att bryta sig igenom än i Japan? 

• Vilka krav ställer den svenska kunden i jämförelse med den japanska, med tanke på 
att i Japan är kunden ”Gud”? 

• Vilka är er målgrupp i Sverige och Japan respektive? 

o Om den inte skiljer sig, varför?  

o Om den skiljer sig, varför och hur? 

• Vi har fått uppfattning om att kvinnor representerar den största konsument grup-
pen i Japan, hur ligger det till i Sverige? 
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• Finns det några kraftiga åtgärder ni gör med tanke på anpassning av marknadsfö-
ring till den svenska kulturen? 

Marknadsförings kommunikation – Reklamföring 

• Vad är det viktigaste ni tänker på när ni utvecklar reklam kampanjer för Sverige? 

• Just för era produkter, använder ni er utav globala reklam kampanjer eller utvecklar 
ni den lokalt för att passa just på den markanden ni satsar på? 

• Hur skiljer sig Sveriges reklamföring från Japans med tanke på användning av olika 
media? 

• Hur skiljer sig designen på reklamerna i Japan från Sverige? 

• Hur anpassar ni svensk grafisk design till japanska produkter i reklamföring? 

• Skulle svenska konsumenter kunna bli attraherade till den japanska grafiska desig-
nen på reklamer? 

o Om ja, implementerar ni en mera japansk grafisk design och hur ser detta 
ut? 

o Om nej, är den svenska grafiska designen det enda sättet att nå ut till den 
svenska kunden och varför är det så? 

o Har kulturen någon påverkan på detta och på vilket sått? 

• Hypotetiskt: Om era produkter krävde en annan image i Sverige än vad de kräver i 
Japan skulle ni vara villiga att ändra detta för att passa bättre in på marknaden? 

English 

Branding 

• Do you experience any difference to the value of your brand between Sweden and 
Japan and how do you look upon brand equity in Sweden as opposed to in Japan? 

• If there are any differences in identity to your company and products between 
Sweden and Japan, what are these? 

• What kind of Word of Mouth are you hoping your brand and products will gener-
ate amongst your consumers? 

• Do you feel that you are upholding the creation of the same kind of Word of 
Mouth as in Japan? 

o If not, then in what way? 

• Would you be able to explain what kind of brand name strategy you are using and 
why did you choose it? 

• Is Japan’s brand name strategy different from Sweden’s? 

o If yes, then in what way? 
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• Do you feel that it is difficult to establish a Japanese brand in Sweden and what are 
the problems which might occur during that process? 

Culture 

• Which obstacles exist within the Swedish culture when marketers introduce foreign 
products into it? 

• Is the culture in any way easier or harder to break through as opposed to Japan? 

• Which demands does the Swedish consumer have as opposed to the Japanese one, 
considering that in Japan the consumer is “God”? 

• Who belongs to your target group in Sweden and in Japan? 

o If it does not differ, then why?  

o If it differs, then why and how? 

• We have learned that women represent the largest consumer group in Japan, how 
does the situation in Sweden look like? 

• Are there any strong actions you perform in order to adapt the marketing methods 
to the Swedish culture and which are these? 

Marketing Communication – Advertising 

• What is the most important aspect to take into consideration when developing ad-
vertising campaigns in Sweden? 

• Particularly for your product is it more suitable to use globally developed advertis-
ing campaigns or do you adapt it locally to suit the market at hand? 

• How does Sweden’s advertising differ from Japan’s, considering the use of different 
media? 

• How does advertising design in Japan differ from the one in Sweden? 

• How do you adapt Swedish graphic design to Japanese products in advertising? 

• Is there a possibility that Swedish consumers could be attracted to Japanese graphic 
design in advertising? 

o If yes, then do you implement a more Japanese design and how does this 
look like? 

o If no, then is the Swedish graphic design the only way to reach the Swedish 
consumer and why is it so? 

o Does the culture have any influence on this and in which way? 

Hypothetically: If your products demanded a different image in Sweden as opposed to Ja-
pan, would you be willing to change this in order to better adjust to the market? 
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Appendix 4 - Ad comparison between Sweden and Japan 

In this part we will present you with the ads of the different interviewed companies and their products. All 
ads were sent to us by the interviewed companies. The ads were either sent in a digital or paper format. The 
latter mentioned had to be scanned prior to being added to the thesis.  

Husqvarna Viking 

Sweden 
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Kosta Boda 

Japan 

 

Sweden 
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Swedish Match 

Japan 

 

Sweden 
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Tempur  

Japan 

 

Sweden 
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Volvo cars 

Japan 

 

 

Sweden 
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 Yamaha Scandinavia AB 

Japan 

 

Sweden 

 


